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The thesis analyzes citizen participation in urban renewal
programs in two areas of Boston. It was found that citi-
zen response to the proposed programs differed primarily
because of different reactions to the goals of the pro-
grams. The program goals, following the intent of Fed-
eral legislation, were to "eliminate blight" and "increase
municipal revenue".
In Washington Park, Roxbury, the majority of citizens
liked the goal of improving property and upgrading the
community. In Charlestown, the majority of the articulate
citizens emphasized the need for providing adequate hous-
ing for lower-income families before homes were demolished
to make way for higher priced homes.
In Washington Park a minority of citizens also wanted as-
surance of housing that people could afford before the re-
newal program was undertaken. In Charlestown there was a
sizable minority of citizens who wanted the benefits of
community improvements, as in Washington Park.
In both areas the citizens made many suggestions about the
specific plans proposed for their areas by the Boston Re-
development Authority. These suggestions referred to the
extent of demolition, the number and location of new schools
and other community facilities, the location of new trans-
portation routes and changes in present routes. Citizen
interest in renewal also helped citizens understand the
potentials for planning and become better educated citizens.
The relations of the different citizen groups to each other
and to the planners were complex. Several kinds of rela-
tionships operated at once. The thesis analyzes the re-
lation of the citizen to the planner and discusses six
categories, ranked to assign increasing responsibility to
the citizen.
The thesis suggests that citizen participation in each
area helped achieve a plan that was wanted by the neigh-
borhood. It is proposed that the test of successful par-
tIcipation should be the advancement of the interests of
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the local citizens, not, as some authors hold, the accom-
plishment of a renewal project. Criteria for successful
participation include representation of all citizens in a
neighborhood and for the city as a whole, financing inde-
pendent of the renewal authority, and the development of
communication techniques to include all resident groups.
It is believed that, as citizen participation in community
improvement is strengthened, the goals defined by the citi-
zens may change. In particular, as the position of the
resident-citizen is strengthened in the city-wide program,
new programs to supplement urban renewal activities may be
promoted to provide a minimum housing standard, more ser-
vices, and new methods of city financing.
In conclusion, it is proposed that a new type of citizen
organization is needed in Boston to assist resident-
citizens, both in neighborhoods and on a city-wide basis,
in working for the benefit of themselves and the develop-
ment of the city as a whole.
Thesis Supervisor: John T. Howard
Title: Professor of City Planning and Head of the Depart-
ment of City and Regional Planning.
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I. A CONTRAST IN CITIZEN RESPONSE TO URBAN RENEWAL -
WASHINGTON PARK AND CHARLESTOWN
The newspaper reader learned in January 1963 that at a
public hearing in the Washington Park area in Roxbury, citi-
zens were FOR urban renewal and at another hearing in
Charlestown, citizens were AGAINST it. The votes reflected
differences in the basic interests of the citizens of the
two areas of Boston, differences in the character of local
organizations, and differences in the relationships between
local citizens and the Boston Redevelopment staff. Do these
experiences also suggest the need for new principles and
techniques of citizen participation in urban renewal if we
wish this citizen participation to contribute as much as
possible to the welfare of citizens?
Washington Park in Roxbury includes some 500 acres where
25,000 people live. About 70 percent of the residents are
Negro. At the hearing they spoke clearly in favor of a
"better community", a desire for "new housing" in the area
and a hope for a community that would be "integrated". Two
earlier hearings within the year had discussed preliminary
questions relating to the urban renewal project. At each of
these three hearings over a thousand people attended and less
than five questioned the plans presented. The vote in
January 1963 approved final plans for the renewal of the area
as a whole.
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The area of Charlestown is a bit larger than Washing-
ton Park and the population a little less, about a square
mile of land and some 18,000 residents. The residents are
largely of Irish background with samaller numbers of Cana-
dian and Italian extraction. Catholics greatly exceed
Protestants. The January public hearing was preceded by
attacks on urban renewal from several sources. Support
for urban renewal came from the Directors of the Federation
of local organizations and the clergy. The hearing was
concerned only with the proposed first step in a renewal
program, namely the early land acquisition of several sites
to permit new housing to be built before more extensive
renewal work was undertaken. Of the 1,200 who attended the
hearing, the large majority strongly opposed the proposal.
Citizen participation in urban renewal is part of the
much broader question of citizen participation in government.
From the point of view of the citizen, the issue is what can
urban renewal contribute to the benefit of the citizen. This
is very different from the question asked by renewal author-
ities of what can the citizen contribute to the renewal pro-
gram. It is a premiseof this thesis that judgments about
what is of benefit to the citizen should rest on the parti-
cipation of all citizens. The problem of citizen partici-
pation in urban renewal involves both defining the relation
of the citizen to the planner and differences among citizens.
The ways in which these questions are answered determines
8
the contribution that citizen participation in urban re-
newal makes to the overall benefit of citizens. 1
lAs used in this thesis, the term "citizen benefit"
means what others have called "the public interest".
Carl J. Friedrich has said, "There- is no ultimate way of
determining what the public interest is, except by con-
sulting the public. But the manifest dangers of a mis-
carriage of responsible conduct suggest that safeguards
need to be maximized to make sure that the public has had
an opportunity to learn of all the different implications
of a given line of action or policy". Friedrich, Carl
Joachim, Man and His Government, An Empirical Theory of




II. LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
A. Goals of the Housing Act and the Urban Renewal Amendments:
The Housing Act of 1949 set a goal which all citizens
of the country could support. It stated the intent to provide
tas soon as feasible .... a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family". The policy objec-
tives outlined by the Act as ways to achieve this goal were,
however, more limited. They continued the 1937 plans for
public housing for low-income families and added a program
for slum clearance.
The urban redevelopment program of the 1949 law pro-
vided "governmental assistance to eliminate substandard and
other inadequate housing through the clearance of slums and
blighted areas".1 The emphasis of this section of the law
was on the clearance of substandard residential buildings.
The plan identified the act of tearing down substandard
dwellings with that of eliminating slums.
The 1954 amendments to the Housing Act provided for
policies of "conservation" and "rehabilitation" as well as
"clearance". The policy was based on the hope that by im-
proving buildings before they became substandard it could
1 Quotes from the 1949 Housing Act are from the report
of the Housing and Home Finance Agency, Federal Laws
Authorizing Assistance to Slum Clearance and Urban~Renewal,
Washington, D.C., revise 1T--57, P. L.
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"prevent" the formation of slums. The 1954 amendments also
differed from the 1949 Act by providing that to qualify for
Federal assistance, a community must adopt several other
related activities all of which were intended to strengthen
the program to prevent blight.
The 1954 amendments continued the philosophy of the
1949 act that slums could and should be eliminated by
changing buildings. The reasoning behind this objective
was spelled out by the report of the President's Advisory
Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs sub-
mitted to the President in December 1953. The Committee
was asked for "recommendations to develop a new and
revitalized housing program".1  The Advisory Committee
recognized that several types of action would be necessary
to meet their twin objectives of "satisfying the demand of
the American people for good homes and the maintenance of
a sound and growing economy", but they gave primary emphasis
to work "to wipe out slums and to check the spread of
blight".2
A large and experienced group served on a Subcommittee
on Urban Redevelopment, Rehabilitation and Conservation,
under the chairmanship of James W. Rouse. The Subcommittee
1 President's Advisory Committee on Government Housing
Policies and Programs, Government Housing Policies and
Programs, December, 1953 P1.
2Ibid., p. 1.
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report greatly influenced the 1954 legislation and later
administration. Among the causes of slums, the Subcommittee
listed "neglect by our city governments", failure to adopt
comprehensive planning, failure to enforce zoning laws,
failure to enforce occupancy controls, failure to enforce
building, fire, housing and health codes, failure to pro-
vide and maintain parks and recreation areas, and failure
to provide good housekeeping for streets, alleys, sidewalks,
street lighting and garbage collection.1 The effects of
the resulting blight were described as "crime, fire, disease,
and delinquency". It was clear that they thought slums, in
the sense of physical environment, caused crime and disease,
and that these, in turn, caused "the need for city services
Cto) increase".
A special exhibit in the Subcommittee's report cited
figures from 14 cities which indicated that the costs per
capita of slum areas were considerably higher than the per
capita costs of other areas. From Boston, they quoted a
1934 study, from Hartford, a 1935 study, from Philadelphia,
a 1947 study, and similar reports from the other cities.
In each city it was shown that the residents of the blighted
areas were being subsidized from income from other areas. 3
1lIbid., pp. 108-109.
2 Ibid., p. 109.
3Ibid., pp. 151-154.
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These data appear to be the basis of the recommenda-
tions of the Subcommittee for program. In recommending
Federal financial assistance to eliminate slums, the
Subcommittee stated that "What we hope we are doing is to
help the cities help themselves. By clearing slums, remov-
ing blight, and checking the deterioration cycle, cities
should be able to increase municipal revenues at the same
time they are reducing the demand for services." This pro-
gram would thus "over the long pull . . . reduce require-
ments for the Federal aid which we now find mandatory".1
The Subcommittee did nt.'.; distinguish between city
costs which might be reduced by the elimination of sub-
standard buildings or too narrow streets, such as fire
protection costs, and other city costs which relate directly
to people such as education and welfare. While fire costs
may indeed be reduced by replacement by brick buildings of
shabby wooden structures, the costs of education or crime
would not necessarily be reduced by moving a family to a
new location. By emphasizing the need to eliminate poor
physical environment, the Subcommittee gave little consider-
ation to how residents would meet the costs of the new
housing to which they might be moved. The basic goal of
the 194 9 Housing Act of a decent home for every family was
made secondary to the goal of providing higher tax revenues
lIbid., p. 112.
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and lowering (some) city costs. While the Subcommittee
recognized the need to provide for the relocation of dis-
placed families, it did not face the question of how these
families were to pay for higher priced housing, if better
housing could be obtained only at higher prices.
By believing that a poor physical environment causes
crime and disease, the Subcommittee did not ask whether
both poor buildings and the higher rates of disease and
crime. might be simultaneously due to other common causes,
namely low income and different patterns in family living.
The Subcommittee's list of factors that contribute to slums
omitted mention of the financial limitations of the resi-
dents or of possible differences in the values placed on
environment by lower-income people.1
The fact that the Subcommittee was influenced by the
reports from the 14 cities linking slums and blighted areas
with the costs of "disease, crime, juvenile delinquency and
economic waste", was noted by Rhyne in his analysis of the
1A statement in the 1950 General Plan for Boston,
which appeared a few years before the President's Committee
made its report, did recognize that poverty was an impor-
tant factor in causing both poor environment and social
problems. This Boston report stated, "The urgency of clear-
ing the city's slums is generally accepted. These are
areas that are a liability to the community as a whole in
every sense. Statistical studies, in Boston as in other
cities, show them to be breeders of juvenile delinquency
and crime, centers of social and family disorganization.
In large measure, substandard housing and neighborhood
environment, along with poverty, have been demonstrated to
share the blame for these social evils. High rates of
disease and death can also be traced to slum conditions."
City Planning Board, General Plan for Boston, Preliminary
Report - 1950, p. 39.
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workable programl and we are indebted to him for pointing
this out. Rhyne appears, however, not to doubt the wisdom
of this analysis.
It is believed that the causes of blight listed by the
Subcommittee were the basis -of the requirement of a "workable
program" in the 1954 amendments. In other words, the idea
of a workable program appears to be an attempt to insure
an end to "neglect" by the city. The 1954 amendments stated
that funds would be given to a community only on condition
the community had a "workable program . . . for utilizing
appropriate private and public resources to eliminate, and
prevent the development or spread of, slums and urban
blight, to encourage needed urban rehabilitation, to provide
for the redevelopment of blighted, deteriorated or slum
areas, or to undertake such of the aforesaid activities or
other feasible community activities as may be suitably
employed to achieve the objectives of such a program".2
1 Rhyne, Charles S., "The Workable Program - A Challenge
for Community Improvement", Law and Contemporary Problems,
Urban Renewal, Part II. Autii TI 60, P. 67. Rhyne made
a clear distinction between the effect of the 1949 emphasis
on "eliminating" slums and the 1954 emphasis on "preventing"
slums. He said, "Thus the 1954 Act reversed the order of
the congressional directives contained in the 1949 Act, and
the Administration was instructed, first, to give consider-
ation to positive programs that aided in the prevention of
slums and blighted areas, and second, to consider the effect
of a municipality's code modernization on housing cost
reductions." This gives further support to the theory that
under 1954 legislation more attention was given to creating
higher priced housing than to trying to lower the cost of
housing, and the goal of providing decent homes for all,
was, therefore, made even less important.
2 Ibid., p. 688.
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Although the purpose of the workable program was thus
stated in the 1954 legislation, the exact requirements were
not defined until administrative instructions were issued
in the fall of 1954. These instructions, however, also
appear to be largely based on the recommendations of the
Subcommittee on Urban Renewal of the President's Advisory
Committee which reported a year before.
Among the 18 recommendations of the 1953 Subcommittee
had been suggestions that the Federal assistance be condi-
tional on the local communities having a "workable program
to attack the problem of urban decay", (Recommendation No. 2)
reference to rehabilitation of existing structures and the
development of "sound, healthy neighborhoods" (Recommendations
Nos. 3 and 8), reference to the need for code enforcement
(Recommendation No. 14), the need for meeting relocation
needs (Recommendation No. 15) and two recommendations
(Nos. 12 and 13) which relate to citizen participation.
The 1953 Subcommittee report stated that "There is
great need for vigorous and responsible leadership of a
national effort to promote the kind of broadscale, inte-
grated urban renewal program envisaged in the report. In
order that that effort may join together top leaders in
business, labor, trade, civic and religious organizations
in a common, nationwide campaign, the Subcommittee recommends:"
"Recommendation No. 12:
That a broadly representative private organization
be formed outside of the Federal Government with
congressional and/or Presidential sponsorship to
mobilize public opinion in the support of vigorous
and effective action by the cities in slum prevention,
neighborhood conservation, and other urban renewal
activities."
"This recommendation could be carried out by the enactment
of a special act of Congress to authorize the formation of
a nonprofit privately financed corporation under sponsorship
of the Federal Government."1
Although no action was taken to set up this "privately
financed corporation under Federal sponsorship", the idea
that private leadership be sought to "promote" the "program
envisaged" was made one of the seven points of the workable
program as it came to be defined in the fall of 1954.
The 1953 Subcommittee suggested in Resolution No. 13
that the proposed private national organization should
"encourage inquiries into the ownership and operation of
slum property" by' ublic bodies, newspapers, or private
groups" to alert communities to the nature of the slum
problem. It stated that such inquiries were "important
first steps in activating public opinion in support of
effective slum prevention and urban renewal programs." 2
lPresident's Advisory Committee on Housing, _o. cit.,
pp. 121-122.
2 1bid., p. 122.
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This suggestion of educating public opinion to increase
support for the program also underlies the citizen parti-
cipation requirement of the workable program.
The difficulties and problems which appeared in the
citizen participation activities in Washington Park and
Charlestown in Boston in 1962 and 1963 reflect questions
which were inherent in the plan for urban renewal as defined
in the 1954 legislation. The administration of the legis-
lation basically assumed that citizens were to be looked
to to support the plan "as envisaged" and primarily this
appeared to be that of tearing down, rehabilitating or con-
serving substandard buildings. The major opposition to
the Boston programs has come from citizens who urged that
attention be given first to helping the residents of the
substandard buildings get more adequate housing.
Possible basic conflicts in the objectives of the
housing program had been recognized by another Subcommittee
of the President's Advisory Committee on Housing in 1953,
the Subcommittee on the Organization of Federal Housing
Activities. This Subcommittee referred to "such incompat-
ible elements as grant-in-aid programs and business type
activities". It is believed that this referred to the PHA
lending program and compared it to public housing and per-
haps slum clearance work.1  Competing goals may also be
present within the Urban Renewal program in trying for
lPresident's Advisory Committee on Housing, ep. cit.,
p. 368.
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both higher tax revenues and lower costs of city services,
on the one hand, and, on the other hand, offering to help
residents obtain adequate housing. The latter might re-
quire higher income, but the problem of paying for higher
priced housing was not part of renewal responsibility.
The fact that a primary goal of the urban renewal
program is that of helping cities to raise their municipal
revenues was supported by David Grossman, Director of the
Community Development Branch of the Urban Renewal Adminis-
tration, in addressing student planners at a Conference in
Washington on March 13, 1964. When asked whether urban
renewal might consider plans for providing a better envi-
ronment for residents of a Metropolitan area, he pointed
out that programs must be planned in relation to decision-
making authorities which at present are local municipali-
ties and that for them the goal of urban renewal is raising
the tax base vis-a-vis other communities in the area.
This he said is "sad but true".
The goal of the Housing Act of 1949 which proposed
adequate housing for families is by no means assured by
the emphasis on higher municipal revenues. In Washington
Park and Charlestown some citizens supported one goal,
other citizens the other goal.
19
B. Administrative Requirements for Citizen Participation
The first explanation of what was to be officially
required by the term "workable program" which was intro-
duced in the 1954 amendment to the Housing Act was a mimeo-
graphed statement issued by the Housing and Home Finance
Agency October 1, 1954.1
The seven points of the workable program include
(1) "a comprehensive system of codes and ordinances which
state minimum conditions under which dwellings may be law-
fully occupied", (2) "official recognition of a comprehen-
sive general plan for the community as a whole", (3) iden-
tification of blight and "logical patterns of neighborhoods"
for "planning of healthy neighborhoods", (4) "firmly es-
tablished administrative responsibility", (5) "development
of means for meeting the financial obligation involved in
carrying out urban renewal activities", (6.) "rehousing, in
decent, safe, and sanitary accommodations, of families
displaced by governmental action", and (7) citizen parti-
cipation (to be discussed presently).2
1 This report, entitled How Localities Can Develop a
Workable Program for Urban Renewal, named the seven sepa-
rate requirements of the workable program which have now
become familiar. As suggested above, these were proposed
as ways to help a community develop an overall program to
prevent blight. Several revised printed statements fol-
lowed at short intervals, for example, March 1955, December
1955 and December 1956.
2 Quotations regarding the workable program are taken
from the March 1955 statement on How Localities Can Develop
a Workable Program for Urban Renewal, from the Housing and
TRome Finance Agency,~Washingt7onb.C.
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Literature discussing the workable program has tended
to emphasize most the gains made by urging communities to
adopt occupancy standards and comprehensive plans. For
example, Rhyne says the workable program has "contributed
substantially to the adoption, modernization, and enforce-
ment of municipal codes and ordinances" and "had substantial
influence on the adoption of master plans, building codes,
electrical codes, plumbing codes, subdivision regulations,
zoning ordinances, and other municipal regulations and
ordinances.
The early administrative pamphlets on the workable
program in 1954 and 1955 contained only a little over a
page of text regarding how citizen participation was to be
developed. The January 1962 explanation of citizen parti-
cipation offers almost seven pages of suggestions and dis-
cussion of this requirement. In each statement there is
emphasis on the citizen participation being "community-wide"
and including "representative citizens' organizations".
In each statement there is also full recognition that the
form citizen participation takes will vary from locality
to locality.
It is important to realize that citizen participation
is a requirement of the workable program as a whole, and
not limited to activities relating to urban renewal in the
narrow sense. Citizens are to assist in the other areas of
the workable program, for example, code adoption and
1lRhyne, .2 cit., p. 695.
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and enforcement, as well as in identifying blight areas and
helping to plan slum clearance. The workable program, in-
cluding citizen participation, was required as a condition
for Federal funds for urban renewal.
During the nine years that the workable program con-
cept has been a requirement for urban renewal funds there
appear to have been some shifts in the expectations and
mechanics of citizen participation. Without far more data
than it is possible to gather for this report, these changes
can be suggested only on the basis of reading the materials
regarding citizen participation that have been prepared by
the Housing and Home Finance Agency. By comparing the
January 1962 material and that of March 1955 a few differ-
ences may be identified.1
The major changes include (1) greater emphasis on the
objective of getting citizen support for urban renewal,
(2) increased expectation that citizens will continue to
support planning beyond the period of urban renewal,
(3) increasing recognition of business organizations as the
major "citizen" group, and (4) greater emphasis on techni-
cal know-how in doing the jobs that citizens are expected
to do.
A change in the general orientation of discussing
1U. S. Housing and Home Finance Agency, How Localities
Can Develop a Workable Program for Urban Renewal, March 1955,
and Workable Program for Community provement, Answers on
Citizen Participation Program Guide 7 anuary 1962.
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citizen participation between 1955 and 1962 is in part
responsible for the greater expectation of citizen support
for "The Program". In 1955 the government pamphlet ex-
plained citizen participation in a workable program in
order to qualify for urban renewal and was entitled
"A Workable Program for Urban Renewal". At that time,
moreover, the interest of citizens was apparently expected
to be primarily in renewal programs. The later pamphlet
has a broader title and is called "A Workable rogr for
Community Improvement". In both periods citizens were
asked to support the workable program which in turn was
to eliminate and prevent slums, but the earlier pamphlet
recognized the relation of the workable program to the
urban renewal program more than the 1962 pamphlet. Never-
theless, there is a tendency for the reader to understand
by the term "support for the workable program" the words
"support for urban renewal", in both pamphlets.
The 1955 pamphlet stated that "Every possible means
should be explored, to secure citizen understanding and
support, whatever the form of organization. Effective
citizen participation should result in community groups
feeling a share of responsibility with local officials for
carrying out objectives." The importance of "understand-
ing" the program was also stressed in 1962.
The 1962 pamphlet suggested that to get the support
of citizens local authorities should develop a program
23
that citizens will want to support. In 1956 the support
of the renewal programs seemed to be more taken for granted
than in the 1962 statement. The 1962 statement read "The
citizen participation requirement of the Workable Program
provides a means whereby citizens can come to understand
the Program benefits and can make a positive contribution
so that a Program can be planned and carried out to meet
their needs and command their support."
An important question is how to work with citizens
who are themselves likely to be displaced by a renewal
program to eliminate blight. The 1956 statement was so
sure that citizens would approve of tearing down buildings
that were blighted, that it could say, "Those affected by
the program should have an opportunity not only to be in-
formed but to express their views, fears, or apprehensions,
which can be properly taken into account by the local ad-
ministering agency". Although the 1962 material went much
further than the earlier material in providing for a
Minority Housing Committee and for planning for those who
are displaced, it did not include among citizens who are
to be consulted, persons who may have "apprehensions" or
"fears". It emphasized working with organizations which
"can make a positive contribution in the attainment of the
goals of the Workable Program" and individuals who "are
deeply interested in, and who are able and willing to work
for, improvement of the total community".
In the early days of the workable program it was
24
urged that citizen participation would be sought at the
time the planning of urban renewal activities was initi-
ated, and should "continue throughout the execution of
each project". By 1962, when the possibilities of develop-
ing a comprehensive program had begun to be realized, the
suggestion was made that citizen participation be related
to total planning. The possibility and desirability of a
citizens' group being established for an indefinite time
were clearly stated. The 1962 statement suggested that
the full advisory committee of citizens on community
development will want to have a subcommittee to work "very
cooperatively" with the "official planning agency". It
added that this subcommittee can "help to formulate and
express the citizens' wants, needs and desires, thus
developing community acceptance and responsibility for
planning activities and providing the planning agency with
the policy guidance it must have from the community".
The third observed change in citizen activities,
namely the stronger emphasis on business participation, is
harder to document. The idea of representativeness, as
has been said, is important in all the explanations of the
program. The 1956 statement suggested "consideration
should be given to the utilization of business, professional,
labor, welfare, religious, and educational interests", .and
also stated "special emphasis should be placed upon
25
minority group participation' Also in discussing how
to provide for rehousing, special mention is made of the
possible help of real estate and building interests. The
1962 pamphlet listed in much greater detail the possible
sources of citizen interests which might be included on
the citizens advisory committee. First among these were
the "economic groups: business; retail, and manufactur-
ing, finance, building, real estate, professional groups,
labor groups". Second were the civic groups, but these
included some special interests groups, which are often
business oriented such as "community improvement groups
and taxpayers' groups". A special sentence underscored
the importance of working with business groups. It stated,
"Some elements will be more strongly represented than
others. For example, in most communities business and
civic organizations will be prominent in matters affect-
ing the community as a whole. Where this is so, it would
be well to enlist their support through adequate repre-
sentation."
Remembering that the basic objectives of the urban
renewal program are to increase municipal revenue and
lower the need for city services, there seems every reason
1 The idea of business and other organization inter-
ests being considered part of "citizen" activities might
be questioned on the grounds of definition, as these in-
terests, as such, do not vote. The objective of the HHFA
is apparently to enlist nongovernmental participation. To
identify the citizen as voter, the term resident-citizen"
has been used in this thesis.
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to believe that the support of business groups and large
taxpayers has been the primary force motivating the urban
renewal programs in most cities. As will be further dis-
cussed below, some resident-citizens have found that these
interests coincide with their own, while other residents
have come to the conclusion that their interests are not
served by those who want higher municipal revenues. Busi-
ness groups may also differ among themselves in their
hopes and wishes regarding the renewal program.
Although both the 1956 and 1962 statementsemphasized
a city-wide Advisory Committee with sub-committees, there
appeared to be more encouragement of neighborhood level
participation in 1956 than in 1962. The 1956 pamphlet
suggested directly that the "selection of a neighborhood
for study may well begin with discussion and meetings with
occupants of the area". In addition, it suggested that
once a project has been formulated, local residents should
look to local experts and use their advice as it is
appropriate.
Special mention was made in 1956 of settlement houses
and churches which "often play a key role in interpreting
the program to neighborhood families".
In the 1962 pamphlet there was no detailed discussion
of participation possibilities at the neighborhood level.
The 1962 pamphlet stated that "where neighborhood organi-
zations exist, they should be included" on the advisory
committee, but explained that in large cities, these may
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not be able to be individually represented and "might be
designated by councils or associations". In addition,
among representative groups to be consulted, "neighbor-
hood groups" were listed under "families" after consumer
groups and PTA's; they appear to rank much lower in im-
portance than business groups.
It is to be expected that nine years' experience with
the workable program would show some areas where the work
could become more precise and professional. In this area
of know-how the major changes are the shift from suggesting
an almost informal committee which is "usually" appointed
by the Mayor to requiring a definite Advisory Committee
which has official backing from the Mayor and/or City
Council, and increased emphasis on professional assistance.
In 1956 it was implied that the citizens' organiza-
tion would consist of unpaid leaders, though there was
reference to the possibility of paid help to assist in
making a neighborhood survey. In 1962 there was a definite
requirement that "staff assistance is needed to support
committee activities". The pamphlet stated, "The primary
needs are for a secretary to serve the overall committee
plus some qualified staff to gather and develop informa-
tion for the committee and its subcommittees and to help
in preparing reports and recommendations." A citizen
program that does not function because of the lack of
such assistance "does not meet Workable Program
requirements".
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The 1962 statement referred in many places to the
technical kinds of jobs that the Citizens Advisory
Committee will be responsible for doing. Among these
were "determining the ways and means to secure better
housing for all ethnic and minority groups", following up
neighborhood analyses and "setting up programs of neigh-
borhood participation to support and carry out improve-
ment programs in areas where code compliance is planned",
determining limitations for home financing and helping
to coordinate community development with public housing
plans and with local government officials in developing
capital improvement programs. In addition, there was the
responsibility, already mentioned, of helping form a
comprehensive plan. In short, the Citizens' Advisory
Committee in 1962 became potentially involved in all
aspects of city planning, not just help on specific pro-
jects of urban renewal.
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III. EARLY CONCEPTS REGARDING CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION IN URBAN RENEWAL
With the growth of city planning as a part of city
government, efforts by citizens to share in the planning
process have developed in a rather spotty way across the
country. In some cases citizens worked for the adoption
of formal city planning by the city government; in most
cases, citizens organized to achieve some specific type
of local improvement.
Many examples of citizen activity in the past could
be described, 2 but it is clear that citizen activities
relating to blight and poor environment have been increased
by the requirement of citizen participation as a part of
the "workable program" which was necessary as a basis for
getting Federal financial help for renewal.3 Of special
interest for this report are the activities of resident
groups of citizens relating to community improvement.
A citizen effort to improve "slums" began in Baltimore
lLevine, Aaron, "Citizen Participation", Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, August, 1960, p. 195.
2 ACTION, Citizen Organization for Community Improve-
ment, American Council to Improve Our~Neighborhoods, Inc.,
September, 1957, pp. 3-5.
3 ASPO Planning Advisory Service, Citizens' Planning
Groups, Information Report No. 149, Chicago, American
Society of Planning Officials, August, 1962, p. 2.
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before World War II. In 1936 reports on slum conditions
by a young social worker, Frances Morton, published in the
local paper, led to the formation of a Citizens Housing
and Planning Association and this group persuaded the City
Council to pass "an ordinance to outlaw unsanitary and. un-
healthful slum conditions".1 By the end of World War II,
the program had crystallized as the "Baltimore plan" which
meant the city would enforce, to the letter, all housing
laws on the books, and in that way compel the owners of
slum properties to vacate them or rehabilitate them to
minimum legal standards".2 By 1950, 100 blocks had been
done but 2,000 were not done. It was decided to work on
an entire neighborhood at one time and in 1951 a pilot
area of 14 blocks was chosen, of which 90 percent were
substandard. 3
The local association worked to educate the residents
in what was needed to be done and what it would cost to
rehabilitate and found funds to help those who could not
meet the costs themselves. After two years it was reported
that improvements were carried further than required, but
1 Millspaugh, Martin, and Breckenfeld,Gurney, edited
by Miles L. Colean, The Human Side of Urban Renewal,
Baltimore, Fight-Blight, Inc.,,~958~~p.3. The report on
the Baltimore plan given here is based entirely on the in-
formation given by Millspaugh and Breckenfeld. No attempt
has been made to evaluate the plan as a way of meeting all
housing needs.
2 Ibid., p. 7.
3 1bid., p. 9.
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overcrowding continued.1 The blighting influences of
traffic, commercialization, taverns, lack of play space
and crowding. were outside the powers of the city agencies
to change.2 There was no known way "in which taverns and
nonconforming uses could be eliminated, streets closed,
play space opened up, or crowding reduced in landlords'
properties".3 The residents had learned to deal with
problems in housing, and to deal with city hall, but they
found housing problems were entangled with other problems--
mental care, divorce, delinquency; and the fact that the
pilot area had no natural boundary so that the neighbor-
hood was not clear resulted in a lack of lasting morale.
The results were "spotty" but had influence in bringing
about the 1954 amendments of the Housing Act.4
In the Hyde Park-Kenwood neighborhood near the Uni-
versity of Chicago in Chicago a citizen group was organized
to conserve good housing and prevent the spread of blight
when Negro families began to move into the area. This
movement was started by the leader of the Social Order
Committee of the 57th Street Meeting of Friends. They
developed a "block" organization pattern. The first block
lIbid., p. 20.
2 Ibid., p. 21.
3 1bid., p. 21.
4Ibid., pp. 61-63.
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group meeting of 15 homeowning families was held in
January 1950. A house had been sold to a Negro family
and the organization asked Negroes to cooperate in keeping
the neighborhood pleasant.1 According to Millspaugh and
Breckenfeld, the organization slowed the flight of white
families, but was too late to prevent blight without slum
clearance.2
Another well-known early citizen attack on slums was
in the area of Chicago known as "back-of-the-yards". Here
the citizens were led by Saul D. Alinsky to undertake ex-
tensive remodelling. Following some 16 years of citizen
organization, in two years 2,412 buildings that were once
run-down were repaired or remodelled, about -1953-1955.3
The residents were mostly -Irish and German immigrants whose
forefathers came to the community about 1865 and included
very few Negroes. Alinsky summarized the reasons for his
success to include (1) self financing, (2) a "rainbow of
interests" to involve all the people of a community,
(3) the help of bankers, politicians and business men as
well as social welfare people, (4) full time professional
staff with an adequate budget, and (5) dedicated leader-
ship. With this kind of framework, Alinsky accomplished
lIbid., p. 95.
2Ibid., p. 97,
3Ibid., p. 182 and p. 231.
4Ibid., p. 218.
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an outstanding job of physical rehabilitation.
The citizen activities described in Baltimore and
Chicago were limited to work in small parts of these large
cities. They were not the kind of citizen participation
which was required by the "workable program" specifications.
As noted in the previous section, this would require a
"city-wide" committee and careful attention to business
interests as well as residents.
During the first fall after the passage of the 1954
Urban Renewal program, many cities began to form new citi-
zens organizations relating to urban renewal. San Francisco
had a 19-member citizens' committee appointed by the Mayor
"conducting an extensive public education program". In
St. Louis a 16-man citizens' committee "to study and make
recommendations on housing needs for the city* was ap-
pointed by the Mayor. In Syracuse "a number of recommend-
ations for redevelopment and rehabilitation" came from the
nine-member citizens' "development committee", organized
in 1954 by the Mayor.
To help strengthen citizen participation work, the
Housing and Home Finance Agency made grants to undertake
Demonstration Programs. One of these grants was made to
the Housing Association of Metropolitan Boston.2 The
1Journal of Housing, "Five Cities Act and Get Citizen
Participation in Urban Renewal", January, 1955, p. 43.
2 The citizen organization program in the Hyde Park-
Kenwood area, mentioned earlier, was also studied by a
demonstration grant from the Housing and Home Finance
Agency. 34
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report of the Association on this program gives an interest-
ing account of the development of several neighborhood
citizen associations in Boston and suggests points to con-
sider in developing citizen participation in urban renewal
at the neighborhood level. The emphasis is on administra-
tive and structural questions and the report does not di-
rectly recognize that there may be difficulties inherent
in such developments because 3f differences in goals among
local groups or between local groups and city-wide groups,
although some of these differences are reported.1
The Housing Association report followed the tenor of
the Housing and Home Finance Agency expectations for urban
renewal by stating "From the Administrative standpoint,
the basic test of sound citizen participation in urban re-
newal is to be found in a political atmosphere which allows
the carrying out of the final official plans". Thus the
aim was to support official plans. One of the local citi-
zen groups described, the Roxbury Community Council, which
included some 65 other organizations, went on record in
December 1955, "as supporting any urban renewal program
which the City may undertake". Only five of these 65
1 Loring, William C., Jr., Sweetser, Frank L., and
Ernst, Charles F., Communit Or anization for Citizen
Participation in Urban Renewal preparedby the Housing
Association of~Metropolitan Boston, Inc., for the Massa-
chusetts Department of Commerce, Boston, Mass., 1957.
2
,bid., p  9.
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organizations were clearly neighborhood groups. 1
Citizen participation in renewal activity at the com-
munity level in Boston, according to the Housing Associa-
tion, "started with a report developed by the New Boston
Committee, a group of citizens which also operated as a
pro-reform political organization interested in improving
municipal government "2 This report was -concerned with
"the rehabilitation of existing rundown housing and its
environs in the declining residential areas of Boston" .3
The report proposed the conservation of buildings by owners,
under the spur of citizen participation and code enforcement,
and municipal efforts to improve neighborhood conditions,
"by bringing public facilities up to standard and providing
a high level of municipal services". The Committee recom-
mended that the Mayor appoint a city-wide Steering Committee
to coordinate all municipal housing improvement activities,
and made other suggestions to implement neighborhood improve-
ment. Among these suggestions were one to seek help from
the United Community Services (Red Feather) in developing
neighborhood councils and another that the preliminary
general plan for the city (1950) be "brought into detailed
1 Ibid., p. 59 and p. 77.
2Ibid., p. 99.
3 New Boston Committee, Report of Rehabilitation Com-
mittee of New Boston Committee, 1952,~ mimeographed, p~T.
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focus for each residential area".
The Mayor of Boston, in picking up the program sug-
gested by the New Boston Committee, decided not to estab-
lish a central citizens' committee. Instead, he estab-
lished a committee of citizens in each of the fifteen
health and welfare districts to work with his Coordinator,
who was appointed to bring about unified action by certain
City Departments. Thus, according to the Housing Associa-
tion Report, citizen participation in urban renewal began
at the district level, but it tended to fill the gap be-
tween the City Hall and the grass-roots citizenry.2
The District Committees as appointed were heavily
weigited by bankers and clergymen with a few businessmen
known to have an interest in neighborhood improvement. In
some areas, however, South End, Roxbury, and Charlestown,
the District Committees made immediate use of existing
neighborhood groups as spring boards for citizen partici-
pation.. Some of these were in areas suitable for rehabil-
itation. Others were in neighborhoods adapted only for
redevelopment. "The clash of interests between the existing
associations forced the District Committees especially
that in the South End to seek clarification of the city's
objectives".3 This problem led to meetings of the committee
lIbid., p. 2 and p. 18.
2 Loring, oR. cit., p. 100.
3 Ibid., p. 100.
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chairmen from the local districts which gave, for a while
at least, a city-wide citizens' advisory committee inter-
ested in urban renewal in Boston.1
In presenting suggestions for organizing citizen par-
ticipation, the Housing Association report stressed the
need to obtain the support of "dominant interests in a com-
munity whose participation would be needful to represent
the community and to increase likelihood of getting any
action later agreed on as desirable". Seven important
lbid., p. 101. A previous, overall citizen organiza-
tion concerned with planning in Boston was the Greater
Boston Development Committee about 1945. This Committee
was oriented to the Boston Region, not just the City. It
was organized by a group of private citizens in March 1944
under the name 'Boston Central Committee", and in 1945, un-
der the new name, worked to revitalize the Port of Boston.
In 1947 the Executive Director of the Committee stated,
"It supports a program conceived and presented to bring to
bear on the legislative bodies of the region the will of
the people- -voiced through this representative group of
leaders in business, industry and community life." It
worked "so that eventually an overall physical plan for -the
long term needs of the Boston Region may stand as the con-
sidered guide for future regional improvement." In 1947
it had scheduled the preparation of a book to describe the
proposed plan in popular form to stimulate "citizen interest"
and "for use in public schools". The Executive Director
wrote, "It is hoped that the school children of the Boston
region may develop civic pride and a spirit which will be
expressed in future years by an informed support for the
program." The Committee was composed of "nearly 200 lead-
ers of all walks of life with representatives of both
Boston and neighboring communities". Funds to carry on the
work were contributed "by principal industries, banks,
insurance companies, public utilities and professional
firms". Information from report of Theodore T. McCrosky
and Charles A. Blessing for the Greater Boston Development
Committee of which Mr. McCrosky was Executive Director,
"An Action Program for Metropolitan Boston," Journal of the
American Institute of Planners, Spring 1947, pp. 29-3.
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elements in a community were listed and discussed.1  The
report stated that "families" are not a dominant element
at "either city-wide or district participation planes, but
(are) the only type of dominant element at the neighbor-
hood level" 2 Thus the report recognized that both busi-
ness and family interests must be considered, but did not
offer an administrative plan to deal with the differences
that may exist between their goals. Families were to have
control of neighborhood organizations, but to have only a
minor role in citizen organizations representing larger
areas.3
-These early efforts to find ways to bring citizen
participation into a meaningful relation with urban renewal
objectives as outlined by the 1954 legislation were weak,
it seems to this writer, because they identified differences
1Loring, W. C., o., cit., pp. 156-161. The seven
elements were (1) economic, 2 domestic (this corresponds
to "resident" in this thesis) (3) educational, (4) reli-
gious, (5) governmental, (6) welfare and (7) civic and
prestige.
2 Ibid., p. 165.
3 Another demonstration grant from HHFA was given to
the relatively small municipality of Dyersburg, Tennessee.
This study analyzed what the people of the area could do
to help in renewal by preparing surveys about the area.
This would result in people being more aware of the extent
of blight, but does not seem to be expected to yield dif-
ferent ideas about the types of program wanted to meet lo-
cal needs. (Nixon, William Bishop, and Boyd, Joseph, M.,Jr.,
Citizen Participation in Urban Renewal, Tennessee State
Planning ission inCooperation with Housing and Home
Finance Agency, 1957.)
between family and non-family interests with differences
between local (neighborhood) and city-wide interests. The
dilemma of whether families have, in fact different needs
from other elements in the community and the possibility
that different families have different needs was not faced.
The more recent dramatic activities in Washington Park
and Charlestown continue to reflect these conflicts. Are
there differences regarding the purpose of urban renewal
or only about the place families and non-families should
play in developing urban renewal plans? If residents are
to review the plans developed by a central renewal agency,
some residents will be happy, others not, depending on the
central agency plans. If, on the other hand, residents
are to participate in working out the goals of urban re-
newal, then the problem is even more complex.
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IV. THE WASHINGTON PARK EXPERIENCE
A. Leadership by Freedom House
Citizen mobilization for urban renewal in Roxbury has
been led by a local organization called Freedom House.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Philip Snowden were co-founders of the or-
ganization in 1949 and have served since the beginning as
Director and Assistant Director. They began by calling
together 17 other local residents and as a group agreed
to work to stop the growth of blight and to promote inter-
racial understanding. 1
The boundaries of operation of Freedom House, as for-
mally incorporated in December 1949, coincided almost ex-
actly with those that, in 1962, were to become the bound-
aries of the Washington Park urban renewal area. Among
these 502 acres are some of the worst slums in the city
1Snowden, Otto and Muriel, "Citizen Participation",
Journal of Housing, No. 8, September, 1963, pp. 435-439.
This article and talks with Mrs. Snowden are the primary
sources of information about Freedom House. The article
reports that about 70 percent of the population of the
Freedom House area is Negro.
In 1960, 9.8 percent of the population of Boston was
non-white. From 1950 to 1960 the number of white residents
decreased 129,351, but the number of non-white residents
in the city increased 25,958. (U. S. Department of Com-
merce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1960,
General Population Characteristics, Massachusetts, Table 20,
and Census of Population, 1950, Characteristics of the
Population, Massachusetts, Table 33.) In 1950 it is report-
ed only 20 percent of the population of the Freedom House
area was Negro.
and also other homes which are structurally sound and
beautifully maintained.
In 1951 money to assist in purchasing a building to
house Freedom House came from some of the "most influen-
tial businessmen and philanthropists" of Boston who sup-
ported the goals of "community self-help and in-depth
democracy". Freedom House moved to the new location in
1952 and at that time broadened its work. The programs
included "a play school for pre-school children, a semi-
monthly coffee hour for women, a series of annual inter-
national teas, and the use of the building facilities by
all kinds of social, civic, and fraternal organizations".
As the Snowdens report, these activities left little time
for "grappling with the problems of neighborhood deteri-
oration".
Local block organization began to grow slowly. In
1954 a local woman, with the backing of Freedom House, or-
ganized some neighbors and succeeded in getting some better
city services for her neighborhood, such as street paving.
In 1957 Freedom House helped another neighborhood group
fight to stop a liquor license from being renewed by a lo-
cal tavern and was successful. By 1959, 27 other block
groups had been organized, largely by using Freedom House
Board members to serve as "block organizers".
In 1958 Freedom House received a grant of $10,000 per
year for two years from a private foundation to concen-
trate on a block program and on developing contacts with
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Boston's political structure "that would focus attention
upon the needs of the Roxbury community".
Meantime other over-all neighborhood groups were
working in the same direction in Roxbury, and in 1958
these groups came together with Freedom House to ask the
Boston City Planning Board (of that date) for a pilot ur-
ban renewal project in the 186 acre tract of Roxbury just
south of Dudley Street, which was in the poorest condi-
tion in the Upper Roxbury Area. The proposal was approved
by the Boston City Council in 1959 as Boston's first re-
habilitation project, but no action took place until
John F. Collins became Mayor in January 1960.1
In July 1960 the Urban Renewal Administration in
Washington approved a survey and planning advance for the
186 acres. Detailed survey and planning activities began
the spring of 1961, and by the summer "it had become clear
that if urban renewal in the area was to have the maximum
degree of success, the boundary should be extended to
Franklin Park",, which is to the south of the original
tract. 2 The proposal for the expanded area was approved
by the Authority and City Council in early 1962.
A public hearing was held by the City Council in
March 1962 to get citizen reactions. The Boston
1Snowdens, 2p. cit., p. 437.
2 City of Boston, Boston's Workable Program for
Community Imnprovement, 1962, p. .
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Redevelopment Authority held a public hearing in June 1962
to discuss the proposal to expand the total project area
1
and a plan for early land acquisition for 35 acres. The
Redevelopment Authority acquired the 35 acres in December
1962,2 and on January 14, 1963, a public hearing in the
Washington Park area was held by the Redevelopment Author-
ity on the final plans. All three hearings showed strong
support by the local citizens for the program.
Financial help was given to Freedom House in its ef-
forts to develop community participation in the renewal
program from a new nonprofit Boston organization, originally
called the Boston Community Development Program. This or-
ganization had a grant for $50,000 from a local fund (The
Permanent Charity Fund) and succeeded in getting a much
larger grant from the Ford Foundation. 3
The origin of the new Community Development Program
was conviction by local civic leaders that the "attention
given to the physical rebuilding of the city, must be
matched by an attack on its social problems". They deter-
mined that a new organization was necessary to address
lIbid., p. 8.
2 Boston Redevelopment Authority, Relocation Progress
Report, mimeographed, March 1, 1963, p.7 1
3 Action for Boston Community Development,' Inc., Report
to the Ford Foundation for the Period Ending September -0,
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itself to what was called "the human side of urban renewal".1
In July 1962 the initial organization changed its name to
Action for Boston Community Development, and the purpose
was broadened to "encourage and promote the improvement
of community life in the Boston area with special emphasis
on, but not limited to, education, social services, youth,
employment and related fields".2
The Boston Community Development Program established
a Professional Advisory Committee in Roxbury, including
executives from all social service agencies, which prepared
a statement on "social planning objectives" for the General
Neighborhood Renewal Project area of Roxbury-North Dorches-
ter (some 1700 acres including the Washington Park area).
But special work was needed in Washington Park where the
renewal program was becoming active.
ABCD, therefore, made a one-year contract with Freedom
House to assume "full responsibility for community organi-
zation in Washington Park".3 Some $8,000 was given to
Freedom House for this work, beginning about March 1961.
When it became clear in early 1962 that ABCD would
lIbid., p. 2. A recent Newsletter of ASPO reports
that ABCD was "set up by Mayor Collins and Mr. Logue",
Charles W. Eliot, Donald M. Graham, and David A. Crane,
Boston: Three Centuries of Planning", ASPO Newsletter,
April, 1964, p. 47.)
2 Ibid., p. 8.
3 1bid., p. 29.
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not continue to give financial support to the Freedom
House program, Freedom House with the approval of ABCD
turned to the Boston Redevelopment Authority for financial
help. Freedom House requested funds for one year and re-
ceived $27,000 in March 1962, and, after consideration,
reapplied for funds in 1963 and again in 1964, receiving
$42,500 and $39,500 for these years respectively.
The Snowdens have stated that they believed private
financing to be preferable to funds from the government
renewal agency, but as they said in the Journal of Housing
article, lacking private funds, the Authority funds were
the "only way open to get the program moving". In answer
to accusations that they were serving as an arm of the
Boston Redevelopment Authority, they said, "at no point,
would Freedom House support BRA proposals that it felt
might, in any way, not serve the community in the best
manner".2
About the same time or a bit later, a new kind of
contract was made by ABCD with Freedom House to provide
funds to help explore the need for social services in the
community. To quote the Journal article, "the contract
calls for the provision, through Freedom House of the same
kind of opportunity for the citizens of Washington Park
1Snowdens, o. cit., p. 437.
2 Ibid.
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to participate in social planning as they had to partici-
pate in physical planning".1
The experience of Freedom House since 1949 in studying
the community and working with citizens in various neigh-
borhoods was a strong background for the work they came
to do in leading citizens in the development of urban re-
newal plans for the area. Yet with all its background,
Freedom House was still not equipped to gather and report
questions and suggestions from all the residents in the
area. No information was available about how to do this,
and the Federal administrative rulings were far from clear
about exactly how "representative" citizen action was sup-
posed to be.
Leadership by Freedom House has markedly increased
citizen understanding of the environment, including both
its physical and social aspects. Several new techniques
for citizen-planner communication have been explored in
the Washington Park urban renewal program. They consti-
tute real steps forward, even though more remains to be done
in achieving "community-wide" and "representative" citizen
participation.
B. Examples of Citizen Participation in Washington Park
An excellent summary of what has been done by Roxbury
citizens in relation to urban renewal is given in the
IIbid., p. 437.
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lSnowdens, op. cit., pp. 437-438.
Snowdens' article in the Journal of Housing. They state
that Freedom House, between April 1961 and September 1963,
has "organized, been involved in, or coordinated: (a) close
to 120 separate meetings of homeowners and tenants, of
business and professional people, of clergymen, of people
in early land acquisition areas; (b) a series of public
hearings, crowded to capacity; (c) production and distri-
bution of over 16,000 letters and notices inviting people
in the community to attend these meetings and hearings to
express their own views and opinions; (d) the distribution
of thousands of newsletters, question-and-answer sheets
and bulletins dealing with various aspects of renewal,
such as relocation procedures and benefits, the timing of
acquisition of properties, where to go for assistance with
individual problems; (e) countless professional conferences
and briefing sessions required for the development of a
working Washington Park 'team'. "
Illustrations of how some of these meetings progressed
have been obtained from reading the minutes taken between
April 1961 and March 1963. It would not be possible to
describe all the characteristics of the work, but selected
aspects will be discussed.
1. Selection of Key Leaders:
Freedom House put the main responsibility for discussing
urban renewal preliminary plans on what they called the
lStatement by Mrs. Snowden, at meeting of Steering
Committee on May 1, 1961.
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"Steering Committee". They later brought together repre-
sentatives fro:n each block, building on their earlier
block organization work. In addition, they arranged spe-
cial meetings for the clergy, business groups, professional
social workers, and some "open" meetings.
The members of the Steering Committee were to be
"responsible individuals who can come together as thorough-
ly knowledgeable persons to work with Mr. Sinclair Cthe
BRA Project Director for the GNRA in which Washington Park
was locatedD rather than as representatives of organized
groups. However, those selected hopefully would be able
to reach large groups of other people". The persons who
attended the first meeting of the Committee on May 1, 1961
were invited by Freedom House.
Twenty-three persons were invited to this first meet-
ing, 10 came from block or neighborhood groups, 2 from
education, 2 from the clergy (one Protestant and one
Catholic), 6 from various special interests in connection
with Freedom House, and 3 from other social service organi-
zations. In the final membership others were added making
a total Steering Committee of about 30.
The invitation that was sent to Steering Committee
members for the second meeting on May 10 stated, "the
Boston Community Development Program has officially
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requested the Freedom House Civic Center Association to
assist them and the Boston Redevelopment Authority in
reaching the key persons in the Washington Park section of
Roxbury." The important point is the attention to "key
persons". Whether this approach was the decision of
Freedom House, the Redevelopment Authority or ABCD is not
known; apparently all agreed to it.
Part of the reason for choosing "key people" undoubt-
edly was the limited time that Freedom House had to gather
citizens' opinions. According to Mr. Sinclair at the May 1
meeting, the Neighborhood had until July 1 to prepare a
general plan for the area. In this period they were to
decide which areas were to be recommended for conservation
and which for clearance and what was to be done on the
areas that were to be cleared.
The Steering Committee continued to meet about weekly
from May until December 1961. They clearly gave much
thought and time to this work. A meeting with the clergy
was held May 15, and an open meeting for all residents to
meet Mr. Sinclair was held on May 17. It does not appear,
however, that open meetings were held regularly during the
summer of 1961.
2. Broader Citizen Organization:
The opinions of all citizens in the community were
officially asked at an open meeting on January 29, 1962.
This meeting followed the many discussions with the
Steering Committee. Mrs. Snowden introduced the members
of the Steering Committee to the meeting and indicated
that this meeting was "the first step in moving forward
as citizens in the Washington Park Urban Renewal Area".
After two and a half hours discussion, it was voted that
those present "accept the general concepts of the plan as
presented to us tonight and that the group recommends
that the BRA proceed with the yellow light".
It was on April 9, 1962, that the Steering Committee
met with members from the block associations to discuss
the formal organization of a block-based organization to
work on urban renewal questions. It was announced at this
meeting that "beginning April 23, 1962, a series of
meetings will be scheduled almost nightly at Freedom House
to enable people living in the same block or in a cluster
of blocks to see what has been proposed" for that area.
Meetings were to be held at Freedom House. It was also
proposed that there be established a Citizens Urban Renewal
Action Committee to be known as CURAC. Invitations would
come from BRA and ABCD through Freedom House to partici-
pate in this new organization.
The purpose of the new citizens' organization as pre-
sented at the April 9 meeting was "to assure that all citi-
zens have an opportunity (a) to take part in planning for
the area, (b) to express their ideas, views, and questions
1 This quotation and others in this section are from
the minutes of the meetings, on file at Freedom House.
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on the proposals thus far, (c) to assist in reaching agree-
ments on recommendations as to what should or should not
be done".
At the same meeting it was announced that Freedom House
would open a center for information about urban renewal
on April 23 and prepare literature for distribution.
It should be noted that this organization of the new
broad citizens' group and the establishment of an informa-
tion center came just after the BRA had agreed to the con-
tract with Freedom House giving them expanded funds for
citizen participation work.
Meetings of citizens by block began April 24, 1962,
with a meeting of residents from the Cliff Street Area.
About 180 notices of the meeting were mailed, and some 90
persons attended. On April 26 another block was invited
to Freedom House and on May 2, another. Meetings of dif-
ferent groups continued at frequent intervals into June.
The 19th block meeting was held on June 21, or just before
the Public Hearing on June 25, 1962.
3. Questions Discussed with the Redevelopment Authority
Staff:
In the early discussions with the Steering Committee,
the BRA staff asked for citizen opinions regarding basic
planning questions such as the location and types of com-
munity facilities, the location of major highways and types
of new housing preferred. Questions were also answered
about the methods used in the survey and planning work.
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The later meetings with block groups were primarily devoted
to explaining rehabilitation and relocation, and giving
information on new housing to be constructed. It appears
that citizens outside the Steering Committee were not sys-
tematically asked for expressions of their needs and pref-
erences which might be taken into account in developing
goals for the urban renewal plans.
At the first meeting with the Steering Committee on
May 1, 1961, members of the Committee asked broad questions
common to most renewal areas, such as when will property
that is taken be paid for, how will rehabilitation be fi-
nanced, will there be more space for playgrounds, will
there be adequate policing during the change. At the next
meetings there were other questions from citizens about how
rehabilitation would be financed and considerable, detailed
discussion of where a senior playground should be located
and how many and where schools should be built. Questions
were also raised by the BRA officials regarding the need
for other community facilities, fire stations, libraries, a
court house, police facilities and a community center.
The minutes show that the BRA gave the citizens informa-
tion on standards commonly used for community facilities
as background for the discussion.
At the June 5 meeting of the Steering Committee there
was discussion of how the BRA staff could get replies from
business in answer to BRA inquiries. Some 600 inquiries
had been mailed, and 150 had been returned unanswered and
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only a few with the information requested.
On June 12 a member of the Steering Committee stated
that three surveyors came to her home and sat in the living
room and asked questions, but. did not inspect her home;
she wondered if this was the usual practice. This led to
a letter being written to the BRA by the Steering Committee
reporting this, and a formal "thank you" was received from
the BRA. (On July 24 it was reported that a home had been
inspected on four different occasions by four different
teams. The explanation given was that "the first three
surveyors had made an investigation which was felt to be
incomplete. The second group was making a 'call-back' with
a new team plus an instructor. The third team was the new
team back on its own; and the fourth just happened to be
a visit from our Freedom House interviewer..")
At the June 12 meeting the minutes also record a long
discussion about the lack of information the Steering
Committee felt they were receiving from the BRA about
plans. The answer of the BRA representative was that
there were no definite plans as yet.
At the meeting June 26, the BRA official reported
that the new private housing to be built would probably
rent for about $80 for a two-bedroom unit, and mentioned
the need for public housing and housing for the elderly.
The Committee's reaction, as reported in the minutes, was
that "small housing projects were desirable and that if
public housing was to go into Washington Park that it
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should be held to 1 or 2 stories high". The opinion to
limit public housing became more definite later.
On July 10 there was discussion of traffic and roads.
By discussing possible present cross-town (East-West) routes,
the group came to feel the need for a new cross-town route.
At that meeting most felt that widening Townsend Street
as the cross-town street would be an improvement. This
meeting went on to discuss parking in detail and then to
express a strong desire for better city services for garbage
collection, street cleaning and snow removal.
At the July 17 meeting of the Steering Committee
Mrs. Snowden suggested a new approach to planning. She
proposed that each member of the Committee plan an "ideal"
Washington Park Community. The minutes report, "A map in-
dicating only the main streets and the parks in the area
was provided along with a set of standards to be used as.
a guide in placing playgrounds, schools, libraries, shop-
ping centers, etc.".
The minutes go on to say, "There was some resistance
from members of the group who felt that this was a job for
the 'experts' or that they could offer very little that
would be constructive. Others thought it would be a waste
of time because the minutes of the past meetings show what
decisions the group came to on the location of community
facilities". The upshot of the discussion was that only
those who wished to do so would try to prepare an ideal
plan. At the next meeting when the suggested plans were
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displayed along with others prepared by BRA members, it was
found there was "not much difference in the location of
facilities, but some difference in the number of junior
high schools and playgrounds planned".
The BRA had preliminary plans ready for discussion
with the community by October. The Steering Committee was
invited to see the plans October 16. The minutes report
that the BRA representative said that "this was the first
time, to his knowledge, that a representative group of
citizens in a community had reviewed any plans in the pro-
cess of redevelopment".
Shortly after, on October 24, the Steering Committee
had a further meeting regarding the preliminary plans with
the Director of the Boston Redevelopment Authority,
Mr. Edward J. Logue. The minutes state, "Mr. Logue made it
clear that he would submit no plan to the Boston Redevel-
opment Board, the Mayor, or the City Council without first
receiving the full support for the plan from the community
directly involved".
At this meeting the BRA reported that the proposed
East-West road was to be located just south of Washington
Park, .where no through street then existed. This new loca-
tion was believed to give space for new schools- churches,
and expanded recreation. The effect of this new road loca-
tion on some existing homes that were in fairly good condi-
tion became evident at later meetings. These homes would
have to be torn down, and the proposal led to many questions.
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Further discussion of the preliminary plan with the
Steering Committee on October 30 led to another major
question. The preliminary plan proposed locating in
Roxbury a Welfare Home for Women. This proposal brought
very strong opposition. The Steering Committee stated
they did not want any institution being incorporated in
the renewal plans. "It was pointed out," said the minutes
"that a basic premise from the beginning was that this was
to be a residential area".
4. Goals Underlying the Renewal Plans:
The references to a "residential area" and to putting
limits on the height of public housing were clues to the
sort of goal that persons who participated in the Freedom
House discussions wanted for Washington Park. These de-
sires came more clearly into the open at a Steering Com-
mittee meeting on November 13, 1961. It was reported in
the minutes that the group felt that the new plan developed
by the BRA for the area showed "very little renewal at
all". The phrase "a glorified ghetto" was used to describe
the result. The members wanted what they called "full
scale treatment" to help them change the community. The
Committee wanted more "clearance" than BRA staff was
planning.
The minutes stated,"The subject of a 'glorified
ghetto' was explored at length and it was the consensus
of opinion that one of the most important ways to save a
community from deterioration was through new housing. The
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Committee was very positive in stating that they did not
want all low-income housing in the project area and it
hoped that the area would be integrated. The group felt
this could be accomplished if the housing, both private and
public, as well as the neighborhood itself was attractive
to people in out-lying communities." In other words the
Negro residents were hoping to make Washington Park so at-
tractive that higher-income white persons would be per-
suaded to become residents.
When the BRA representative explained that rehabili-
tation of the area was important and that property owners
would be given a chance to fix up their property, he was
"met with a great deal of opposition". The Committee felt
that the owners of the deteriorated housing were "generally
low-income families and would find it economically impos-
sible to borrow large sums of money to bring property up
to standard". A BRA representative stated that "money for
rehabilitation on a large scale was available and that the
plan was feasible". (This report was based on a new agree-
ment with banks to lend money--with interest, of course--
to persons in the area who qualified, whereas in the past,
banks had not been willing to lend to anyone for improving
property in this area.)
It appears to be the sense of the Steering Committee
at this November 13 meeting that the BRA had changed its
plans for Washington Park and were now planning on more
rehabilitation and less clearance. In part this feeling
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was due to the proposal of BRA to expand the area to be
included in- the project from the original 186 acres near
Dudley Street to include the larger tract further south. In
the additional site dwellings on the whole were in much
better condition than in the first tract. Thus it was
true that the proportion of homes to be cleared had dropped
in relation to homes to be rehabilitated. Whether or not
this fact was taken into account at the meeting is not
clear from the minutes.
There was further discussion of locating the Welfare
Home in the area at the meeting November 20. A vote was
taken showing the majority opposed. At the meeting
November 27, the BRA reported that it had accepted the
views of the Committee and would locate the Home elsewhere.
The Committee was also asked to vote on whether the
BRA should take a local theater which was believed not to
be a wholesome influence, and the Committee approved of
the taking. As one of the members said, they should "help
to make it a neighborhood anyone would want to live in"
and "drive out the undesirable elements one by one".
It is of some significance, as indicating major con-
cerns, that the minutes of the Steering Committee show no
discussion about the problem of relocating persons who
would be displaced by the redevelopment program. On the
other hand, this question was discussed at a meeting of
clergy on March 13, 1962. It was said at this meeting that
of 6,500 families now living in the Washington Park area,
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it was estimated that 1,543 would have to be relocated.
The Citizens Urban Renewal Committee and the block
meetings, which began, as already noted, after Freedom
House obtained additional funds from the BRA at the end of
April 1962, were primarily concerned with discussions of
how the program, as planned, was to be carried out. In-
formation was provided telling families not to panic, that
BRA would find places for residents to move to, that mov-
ing expenses would be paid, etc. The response of those
attending the block meetings was to support the general
plans for renewal, and again apparently few questions were
asked about the extent of relocation.
Evidence that the BRA plans for Washington Park were
supported by the articulate persons in the area was indi-
cated at both the hearings before the City Council, in
March 1962 and in June 1962. As already noted, there was
also support at the public hearing before the Boston Re-
development Authority on the final Washington Park plan,
held January 14, 1963. "A long parade of citizens and
clergymen, one after the other, expressed the community's
endorsement of the plan. When a vote was taken among the
1,200 persons present, only three indicated that they had
some reservations about one or another particular aspect
of the proposals.
lSnowdens, Journal of Housing, No. 8, 1963, p. 438.
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C. The Opposition:
The important point about the citizen organization work
in relation to urban renewal in Washington Park is that
there was no organized opposition. There were, however,
strong individual critics, for whom the major point of at-
tack was that the Washington Park plan did not adequately
take account of the needs of lower-income families and
plan to meet these needs.
According to the leader of one social service pro-
gram in Roxbury and the minister of a local church, who
were interviewed separately, Freedom House is a civic cen-
ter with a middle class orientation and a middle class
bias. In their words the Washington Park Steering Commit-
tee aimed to help the middle class and to move out the
lower-income class. The social service leader said the
citizens' program "did not involve those most likely to
be dislocated". The minister said Freedom House organized
"the most easily organized people".
The social service leader challenged the Freedom House
claim that they had contacts with neighborhood associations
through the area. This leader had arranged interviews
with 100 people in the alleged, largest neighborhood as-
sociation to try to learn whether they knew of this citi-
zen organization and found 94 did not.
This leader also reported that the Snowdens said there
was no way to reach the lower classes. Mrs. Snowden had
similarly said to the writer that she wondered how one
could reach the lower-income families in the area. The
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social service leader also had some doubts about people
from near Dudley Street going "up there" to the Freedom
House meetings. Mrs. Snowden had raised the question,
too, but pointed out that large numbers did come.
The social service leader suggested that the methods
used to tell people about the renewal plans were not ap-
propriate for lower-income people. The use of the mails
to notify them of meetings or explain renewal did not reach
them as they often do not open mail, not being accustomed
to receive anything but advertisements in the mail. In
addition, they are not used to reading reports, but are
more at home with verbal communication. This critic sug-
gested that a traveling van with someone to explain renewal
proposals might have toured low-income areas to meet people
and get reactions. He said he had suggested this to
Freedom House, and had been told that it would be too ex-
pensive for the BRA to finance. Written materials when
they were used he felt should be easier to read.
The minister reported that some 600 families had been
displaced by early land acquisition and of these, 485 were
eligible for public housing, but he pointed out that only
40 or 50 public housing units were to be available in
Washington Park and these were to be rehabilitated homes.
It is also known that many low-income families do not want
the kind of public housing that is now available in Boston4
1
1 Hartman, Chester, "The Limitations of Public Housing:
Relocation Choices in a Working-Class Community," Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, November 1963, P. 286.
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but other forms of subsidies are apparently needed.
The minister also said that in his opinion too much
land had been earmarked for clearance. He noted that it
would be the planners' orientation to try to improve the
physical environment and that the planners had said it was
necessary to take all the property designated in order to
attract private money for new building. He said in his
opinion a great number of homes in good condition would
be torn down. His position was clearly different from
that of the Steering Committee of Freedom House which asked
for more clearance.
Another criticism was that the added staff that are
working on the funds from BRA do not spend enough time out
in the community talking with individuals. They were cri-
ticised for spending too much time in the office. The
question was also raised as to whether they were profession-
ally trained for community organization work.
The comment was also made that the relatively quick
organization of citizen support in Washington Park was
done to support the Mayor. The Mayor, it was said, wanted
some new middle-income housing to be underway before he
came up for re-election in the fall of 1963, and he helped
a Protestant church get a low interest loan under the
221-d-3 program, which might not have gone forward as
quickly without his help. The critic recognized that the
church wanted the housing, but he was sorry not to have
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more lower-priced housing also included in the Washington
Park plan.1
lit is beyond the scope of this thesis to try to ap-.
praise the effect of the renewal program on the lives of
those who are displaced. It is understood that many of
those displaced are being relocated in Dorchester under
conditions of greater crowding and higher rents than they
had in Washington Park. In addition, requirements of re-
habilitation mean hardship for some. One woman who had
saved some $4,000 or $5,000 for the college education of
her daughter was persuaded to spend this on her house and
as a result the daughter was unable to 6o to college.
(case information from Robert M. Coard.)
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V. THE CHARLESTOWN EXPERIENCE
A. Leadership by SHOC and The Federation
Citizen interest in urban renewal in Charlestown was
initiated by one man, Leo T. Baldwin. Baldwin had grown
up in Charlestown. After the war he and his family lived
in other cities for about eight years. Then he returned
to Charlestown and, as he said, he "saw how shabby things
were". On April 7, 1960, he wrote to the editor of the
local paper suggesting that citizens might do something to
help improve their community. This was followed by other
letters April 14 and 28. He suggested that those interest-
ed meet to form an organization. He also talked indivi-
dually with the three Catholic pastors and three Protestant
ministers.
The response to this appeal was good. A meeting was
called in May. About 400 met in a hall and there were
more outside. A new organization was created, called the
Self-Help Organization for Charlestown, shortened to SHOC.
Baldwin was elected president for two years.
Local citizens seem to agree that the new citizen
group "worked wonders in the community". There were many
clean-up campaigns with citizens sweeping their streets
and cleaning up trash. There were tree planting programs.
1The information on the early days of SHOC was ob-
tained for the most part from Mr. Leo T. Baldwin, in an
interview February 26, 1964.
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Three tot lots were established. There were block parties
every Saturday night held in different parts of the city
each week. A teenage center was opened (Charlestown had
not had one before) and a skating rink was started, too.
Of special interest was an organized complaint bureau,
where citizens could report their complaints, and then the
Bureau would report them to City Hall. According to
Baldwin sometimes the Bureau could get help and sometimes
not.
By fall there were 1,200 members in SHOC. The organi-
zation opposed the renewal of two liquor licenses and was
successful. This seemed a "tremendous thing".
When Baldwin heard that Edward J. Logue might come
to Boston to head the renewal program, he went to New Haven
to learn more about his work there. He reported that he
found people on his staff liked him. Baldwin invited
Logue to speak in Charlestown in June 1960. At this meet-
ing a secret ballot was taken regarding the idea of a re-
newal program for Charlestown. About half the 600 present
voted, and of these the majority liked the idea. Other
meetings followed with other people to discuss community
improvement.
The following year in September the private organi-
zation, Boston Community Development Program, which was
later to receive funds from the Ford Foundation, under the
name of Action for Boston Community Development, sent a
community organization specialist to work in Charlestown.
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j(As reported in the previous section on Washington Park,
the Boston Community Development Program was established
to assist the "human side of urban renewal".)
The ABCD representative found that Charlestown had
many business, civic and church organizations, but that
there was no central organization through which they could
work together. He also learned that SHOC was not working
with these organizations as organizations, although many
individuals from them were members of SHOC. Baldwin did
not want to make SHOC an "umbrella organization", but said
he would be willing to help to build up a broader agency.1
At a meeting of SHOC in November 1961 Baldwin pro-
posed the establishment of a new Charlestown organization,
which would include representatives of organizations. A
meeting to elect temporary officers was held in January.
A few of the members of SHOC hoped to elect their Vice
President, James Sweeney, to be president of the new organi-
zation. This group was led by Mrs. Sweeney. At the January
meeting, on motion from the clergy, another man, Robert Lee,
was elected temporary chairman, and he later became presi-
dent. A committee was selected at the January meeting to
draw up by-laws and a constitution and arrange for a con-
stitutional Convention. The convention took place in May.
The by-laws provided that each Charlestown organization
lInterview with Joseph Vilimas, March 2, 1964.
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should have one vote and might send two delegates to meet-
ings. Mr. Lee, who was elected president, was a former
State Senator and vice president of a Boston insurance
company.
During the fall of 1961 and early 1962, SHOC continued
to hold meetings and to discuss urban renewal plans espe-
cially through its Planning Council. This Planning Council
met regularly with representatives of the Boston Redevel-
opment Authority at the downtown office and then reported
j what was discussed at open meetings of SHOC in Charlestown.
The Planning Council had a representative from each pre-
cinct in Charlestown, and the meetings to report on the
BRA discussions were held in various parts of the city,
but anyone from other parts of the city was also welcome.
According to Mr. Baldwin, after the Federation was
formed the BRA dropped its associations with the SHOC
Planning Council and held meetings only with the official
Federation representatives, not open meetings. (The Plan-
ning Council of SHOC ceased to function.)
When Baldwin's term as president of SHOC ended in May
1962, he decided not to run again. The new president
elected was James Sweeney, who had been suggested to head
the Federation. Since 1962, the membership of SHOC has
been split between those who liked Mr. Logue and wanted
renewal for Charlestown and those who opposed Mr. Logue.
During the summer of 1962 the Federation discussed
urban renewal plans with the BRA through its Coordinating
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Committee under the leadership of a local minister, who
had previously worked with the SHOC planning Council. There
were some 18 or 19 persons on the Coordinating Committee,
and they met with about 10 from the BRA staff. Each meeting
was devoted to one aspect of the renewal plans, and the
BRA staff felt they were giving complete information to
the Committee. These meetings continued into the fall of
1962. The members of the committee were responsible for
reporting this information to their own organizations, but
it was stated by several Charlestown people that it was
hard to get local people to come to meetings to discuss
these plans. The Federation included some 52 local organi-
zations and claimed to represent some 18,000 residents.
In the late fall the Federation held a meeting of
delegates to vote on the tentative plans proposed for re-
newal in Charlestown. Delegates from the large majority
of the member organizations voted in favor of the plans.
SHOC was among those opposed. Of the Directors of the or-
ganization all except James Sweeney voted approval. A few
organizations did not vote either way. As reported in the
Charlestown Patriot the vote was 51 to 9 in favor of the
proposed renewal plans.2
On January 7, 1963, the Boston Redevelopment Board
lInterview with Frank Delveckio Acting Project Di-
rector for Charlestown, March 4, 1964.
2 December 29, 1962, Charlestown Patriot, p. 2.
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held a Public Hearing on the renewal plans in Charlestown.
The meeting was open to the public. The issue to be con-
sidered was whether or not to approve plans for early land
taking. The hearing did not seek a vote on the total re-
newal plans. It was reported to be the choice of the Fed-
eration Coordinating Committee to ask the BRA to undertake
only a part of the program first and then on the basis of
this work to ask for citizen approval of later plans.
The great majority of those attending the hearing
were strongly opposed to the proposed early land taking.
This opposition was clearly not expected by the BRA staff.
As one of them said, "They were stunned". Although the
leaders of the Federation were well aware of some opposi-
tion, they were of the opinion that the majority of the
members of the individual organizations in the Federation
were in favor of the early land taking.
Following the January 1963 meeting the BRA distri-
buted to all Charlestown households an explanation of the
overall urban renewal plans. Regular meetings with repre-
sentatives of the Federation by the BRA did not resume,
and these organizations have not held local meetings to
try to formulate new approaches to citizen mobilization
regarding urban renewal.
In the fall of 1963 an office to assist in rehabilita-
tion quietly opened in Charlestown under BRA auspices.
Approval had been secured from FHA to make loans for re-
habilitation under plans approved by the BRA. The office
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has had requests for advice on possible plans and costs
for rehabilitation from several property owners and in the
spring of 1964 was planning a house to house information
service in selected blocks.1
B. Examples of Citizen Participation
The Planning Council of SHOC developed a basic housing
policy in the fall of 1961. It was adopted at the November 2
meeting of the Executive Committee of SHOC. This was
about a year and a half after the organization had been
established and before the development of the Federation.
It is believed that the representative of ABCD assisted
in getting the statement into form.
The SHOC Statement urged five points: (1) "prevent
excessive demolition", (2) "protect the relocation rights
of displaced Charlestown people", (3) "make more new hous-
ing available in Charlestown to reverse the exodus of the
past decade", and "support the development of low and mid-
dle income housing", (4) "resist public housing projects
except for the elderly" and (5) "ease relocation through
proper phasing of the project".2
The position on the sequence of the program is one
which has most consistently been given support by Charles-
town residents. The 1961 Housing Policy Statement
lInterview with Mr. Michel Matt, FHA Rehabilitation
Office, March 6, 1964.
2 SHOC Talk, Vol. 13, November 1961, p. 1.
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explained further that it favored "a planning policy which
will be so phased as to provide that persons who may be
displaced by necessary demolitions will be given prior op-
portunity to re-establish residence in Charlestown to the
greatest extent possible".
The suggestion that the renewal plans were primarily
to help present and former Charlestown residents was sup-
ported by several other parts of the full Housing State-
ment. The statement spoke of "saving as much of the pres-
ent housing as possible for the existing population and
providing new housing for those of our middle-income class
whom we would encourage to return". Again they said "we
fervently hope that all efforts be made to preserve the
status quo of income level", and they spoke of wanting in-
vestments in housing that would be "in keeping with its
(Charlestown's) present workingmen's character".
In regard to new public housing the statement re-
flected what appears to be general unhappiness with the
public housing project which had been built in Charlestown
and to which some problem families had been assigned from
other parts of Boston. The Policy said "large public
housing projects have proven to be ineffective in solving
the housing problems of our low-salaried and public-
assistance people. We would prefer to be recorded as in
favor of individual, duplex or limited-number row houses
designed for low and middle income people". The exception
to this was approval of "motel-type or low-rise apartments"
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Ias public housing for elderly people.
In preparation for the January 7, 1963, public hearing,
the local paper, the Charlestown Patriot, issued a special
edition which was sent free to every home in Charlestown
on December 29, 1962. The editor of the paper is known
to be friendly to urban renewal for Charlestown. The spe-
cial issue told of the development of the Federation and
listed the organizations and individual directors who had
voted for and against the plans. In explaining the pro-
posed renewal program for Charlestown the paper said, "The
fundamental objective . . . is to enhance its (Charles-
town's) residential attractiveness and create a stable
family community. In order to achieve this objective new
housing and new community facilities must be built. This
means, however, that selected residential and commercial
properties must be acquired and that families and businesses
(be) relocated". It explained further, "The first stage of
the renewal plan is to be an early land taking to provide
500 units of new sales and rental housing on sites with
little or no family relocation".
In the community discussion of this program the idea
that the first land to be taken would involve "little or
no family relocation" got lost. Fear of losing their homes,
which they did not want to give up, became strong. A lo-
cal minister reported that, in spite of all the assurance
he could offer, members of his parish became so worried
that they joined those working against the plans.1
lInterview with Reverend Wolcott Cutler, March 4, 1964.
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It did not help that the materials distributed at the
hearing and a map, said to have been made available before
the hearing, showed not only the propert.ies scheduled to
be taken by early land taking, but drew black lines around
the larger areas in which these.lots were located. It was
said by several local residents that many people jumped
to the conclusion that all the homes within the total
areas enclosed by black lines would be demolished. In the
case of the Bunker Hill area this included several homes
in good condition. In this area the intent of the land
taking plan was to take primarily the vacant lots and
abandoned buildings on the back side of the hill known as
Nanny Goat Hill, not the total Bunker Hill area.
In anticipation of the public hearing the Boston Globe
also published a map showing the location of homes that
were to be town down in the total plan. This involved
some 19 percent of the homes in the community and added
to the fears of those who opposed the plans. Although the
public hearing was not directed at the question of overall
plans, there was strong evidence that citizens felt the
demolition planned for the future was excessive.
At the January hearing the opening statement was made
by Edward J. Logue, Director of the BRA. He referred to
early land taking of nonresident property and to building
new housing to rent from $85 to $105 per month with heat
and was booed. He introduced the President of the Federa-
tion and the representative ffom ABCD, who were also booed.
Several clergy spoke next favoring the early land
taking, and for some there was applause. The chairman of
the Federation Coordinating Committee read the Housing
Policy developed in 1961 by the SHOC Planning Council.
This seemed to stand as the best summary of citizen pref-
erences in regard to housing plans.
Mr. Baldwin spoke later in the evening and made three
points: (1) they should support some urban renewal if
they wish to prevent further deterioration in Charlestown,
(2) early land acquisition and new building will cushion
the change and help in relocation and (3) they should revise
all the overall plans and demolish as little as possible.
He urged that the community go forward with the first stage
which was not too extensive, while holding up the overall
plans which included too much demolition.
At the hearing there was considerable support in fa-
vor of that part of the total renewal plan which called
for doing away with the "El". One man said, "If you re-
move the 'El', blight will remove itself." He opposed the
early land taking until the "El" had been removed. Others
who followed supported the removal of the "El", but would
not commit themselves on early land acquisition.
In February 1963 the Federation rallied local citizens
to attend a hearing at the State House on enabling legis-
lation which would permit Boston to support the removal
of the Charlestown "El" under the renewal program. Accord-
in, to the ABCD representative, the Federation arranged
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for some 1,500 people in 21 buses to attend the hearing
and raised $1,000 to pay expenses. The legislation has
since been passed. (It is not yet clear whether the Fed-
eral government will support such an expensive undertaking
as part of a renewal program.)
C. The Opposition
There seem to have been three factors responsible for
the lack of agreement in Charlestown in regard to urban
renewal plans. First, there were many real fears and
questions among large groups of citizens about the renewal
plans and the conviction of many that the plans for demo-
lition were excessive. Second, there was an underlying
spirit of local political competition, so that individuals
opposed to local leaders were more willing to express
themselves than those who approved the leaders. A third
influence was exerted from outside Charlestown by those
who wished to create opposition to urban renewal in order
to weaken the position of the Mayor and lay the basis for
his defeat in the 1963 fall election. Had there not been
some opposition to the plans per se, however, neither local
political competition nor outside political pressures
could have been effective.
Charlestown is primarily Irish, or at least of Irish
background.1 Political feuding is accepted as a "way of
1U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Census of Population and Housing, 1960, Census Tracts,
Boston, Mass. Of the 20,147 pe rsons living in census
tracts in Charlestown in 1960, there were 3,349 who were
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life". Charlestown is proud that this was the home site
of John F. Kennedy and that he belonged to the Charlestown
Chapter of the Knights of Columbus. One comment about the
community is that every other person is a politician. It
is also said that as a person rises politically, others
rush together to oppose him.
On the other hand, it appears that not all the people
in Charlestown really want to be involved in politics.
There were complaints from leaders that most people were
willing to let others "do it" and that it was hard to get
people to come to meetings. The result was, as has happened
elsewhere, that those who were opposed to what was going
on worked harder on the whole than those in favor.
One of the people who came to be most active among
the opposition was Mrs. Sweeney. She was the wife of the
person elected to head SHOC in May 1962 when Baldwin de-
cided not to run for a second term. She was frankly criti-
cal of the president of the Charlestown Federation and
also of the Director of BRA.
Those who opposed the renewal plans at the Public
Hearing included many different points of view. Some home
owners said they were trying to "save their homes". Some
said the Federation did not represent them and urged the
BRA to consider a referendum vote. Other opposition was
either born in Ireland or children of one or both Irish
parents, but it is known that a much greater number were
grandchildren of Irish immigrants.
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reported from businesses along the "El", or the B. and M.
yards, which feared that if the land were improved their
taxes would go up and for them prestige land would not be
as good as their present situation. There were others who
opposed the plan because it was being sponsored by people
"outside Charlestown". At the hearing one man stated the
plan was being promoted by "big business" in Boston. These
people united in opposing the proposals for demolition.
Strengthening the opposition was an active political
campaign throughout the City of Boston to try to defeat
Mayor Collins largely by seeking to discredit his urban
renewal program. Several members of the City Council were
looking -for support, and it was said that they directly
assisted in encouraging the opposition to the renewal
plans proposed in Charlestown.
The combination of these factors resulted in opposi-
tion materials being distributed before the Public Hearing
which exaggerated the dangers that might flow from renewal.
In addition, the arrangements for the hearing itself were
extremely confused. The BRA and Federation had arranged
to hold the meeting in the auditorium of the Clarence R.
Edward Junior High School. A gym abuts this auditorium,
at a higher level, and as estimates of attendance increased,
it was agreed to use both the auditorium and the gym. Then
it appeared that the number might exceed the capacity of
the school, and the BRA wanted to be prepared to hold the
meeting in the Armory. Thus they arranged to have chairs
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delivered to the Armory too. At this point, the opposi-
tion sound trucks announced that the BRA and Federation
were telling the people one place, but would really hold
the hearing elsewhere. Another complaint was that the
school janitor, who had been told to open the door to the
school auditorium at a certain hour, did as he was told,
but local opponents found another way to the gym, and when
people waiting at the auditorium were allowed in, there
was little room left. One local resident said that members
of SHOC were told to "get there early", "grab all the seats",
and "save your homes". At the meeting there were people
sitting on the stage behind the speakers, and this in-
creased the difficulty of keeping order.
This was clearly a case where"planning was politics",
and those who shouted the loudest and had the most present
at a hearing won the day, at least for the time being.
VI. POTENTIAL GOALS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN URBAN RENEWAL
In participating in the development of urban renewal,
the citizen faces several kinds of decisions and to some
extent the resident-citizen faces different decisions from
other citizen groups. The neighborhood-citizen, including
the local family group and the man or woman who lives
alone, is in general less listened to by City Hall than
business interests or other organized groups. For the
resident group, the basic question is how to increase their
influence in relation to other citizens. For them, as for
other groups, there are also questions of working out con-
flicts among themselves, as in Washington Park and Charles-
town, and there is a range of questions that all citizens
face in seeking to participate in urban renewal.
Each of these decisions in a way defines a goal in
the process of citizen participation. The decisions take
place simultaneously and also interact on each other. One
decision is whether or not to participate in planning at
all and how much responsibility to take. This is the
question of the relation of the citizen to the planner.
Another question is whether to give different citizen
groups different responsibilities, i.e., which citizen
should take responsibility for what kinds of decisions.
The resident-citizen is, for example, often omitted from
top decision-making about long run or city-wide goals.
Other decisions relate to developing a project within a
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broad plan or in implementing parts of the project. There
are also decisions about improving the ability of the citi-
zen to participate in planning which might in turn affect
the kind of participation the citizen provides.
A. Determining the Role of the Citizen in Relation to
the Planner
To some extent citizens may act to influence directly
their elected legislative representatives and executives
concerning urban renewal questions. This occurs at pub-
lic hearings, for example. More frequently citizens re-
late first to the designated planning agency, the redevel-
opment staff or planning staff. Resident-citizens may
have different relations to the planning agency than busi-
ness interests or other nonresidential groups. The deter-
mination of the relation between a citizen group and the
planning staff is one of the aspects of citizen participa-
tion in urban renewal.
Section VII considers some of the alternative rela-
tionships between the citizen and the planner. These re-
lationships have been arranged in terms of increasing
independence and responsibility for the citizen in rela-
tion to the planner. Independence alone, however, does
not mean that citizens are best informed about the possi-
bilities of improving environment by renewal or that they
are most comprehensive in considering the needs of all
citizens. The roles of the citizen and planner also change
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as the citizen becomes more able to take a part in plan-
ning by understanding needs and by being able to define
new conditions which can be brought into being to meet
these needs.
In a broad sense, the more the citizen can take ini-
tiative in planning, the more government may be said to
be "by the people", but there is also the question of the
composition of the citizen group.
B. Determining Who Is the Citizen and Goals for
Urban Renewal
The basic political question in citizen participation
in urban renewal., as in other government decisions, is
"who is the citizen?" What weight should the resident
have in relation to business and other nonresidential
groups? Are persons who are to be displaced by urban re-
newal to share in the planning? Can the same resident-
citizen help on neighborhood planning and city-wide plan-
ning? And what of the people who are not able easily to
express themselves?
One answer to these questions is to let the elected
officials decide to whanto listen. From the citizen point
of view, however, there seems need for citizens to work
together to be sure that all important citizen interests
are adequately presented to the city fathers for their
consideration. This assumes both that citizens who feel
their wishes and needs are not heeded will seek ways to
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make their wishes seem more important and that articulate
and democratic citizens will find some way to help other
citizens who are not as articulate to express their posi-
tions. It is recognized that citizen participation is an
advisory function, advising either the planning agency or
the elected officials directly.
Whatever is decided as to "who" the citizen is will
affect the decisions made about "what" are the goals he
wants in urban renewal. One citizen may choose to empha-
size higher tax revenues, another citizen, a minimum stan-
dard of housing and others, a balance of both. The proc-
ess of deciding "who" is the citizen is crucial for deter-
mining what are the "goals" the citizen seeks from urban
renewal. I On this problem the planner can help citizens
analyze differences and areas of agreement and must him-
self decide for whom he works.
The major differences between the leaders of the maj-
ority citizen groups in Washington Park and Charlestown
and the opposition groups in each area were differences
about the basic goals of the renewal program. These dif-
ferences were primarily between different resident-citizen
groups. To summarize, the Freedom House and Charlestown
lFor a discussion of three recent books which together
present some 50 essays on the problems of "public interest"
and (citizen) "responsibility" see Herbert J. Storing,
"The Crucial Link: Public Administration, Responsibility
and the Public Interest," Public Administration Review,
March 1964, pp. 39-46.
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Federation leaders looked upon the renewal program as a
way to achieve a "better community" in the way that the
1954 amendments to the Housing Act proposed, while the op-
ponents seemed to want something more like the goals of a
"decent home for every family", as declared in the basic
Housing Act.
The different goals wanted from the renewal program
in Washington Park and Charlestown reflected different
characteristics among the citizens who were the spokesmen
in each area. Those who favored the plans for urban re-
newal as proposed by the Redevelopment Authority were in
general persons who looked forward to higher incomes and
who tended to put high values on housing per se. This has
been summarized by several people as representing a middle-
class orientation as compared to a working-class orienta-
tion. While this thesis cannot begin to present a full
sociological analysis of the social status of the citizens
of these two areas, some of the possible underlying reasons
for the differences in reaction to renewal plans can be
suggested.
In Charlestown, it has been pointed out that there was
emphasis on wanting to keep the income level appropriate
for "working class people". This group, therefore, did
not welcome changes aimed first to raise tax revenue. A
program which suggested that some 20 percent of the resi-
dents would be moved to higher-priced homes ran counter to
the goal of wanting to provide housing at a price local
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citizens could pay.
In Roxbury, though data are not available to show a
direct comparison with incomes in Charlestown, it is be-
lieved that there was at least a larger number who looked
forward to higher incomes and welcomed the prospect of
better housing and assumed they could afford it. (Again
it must be emphasized that this was the position of those
who spoke for "the citizen".) -Louis Watts, who surveyed
about 250 Washington Park households with incomes of about
$6,000 or over, in 1962 and 1963 found that these higher-
income Negro families did not want to leave the area.1
The lower-income families who were less articulate in Rox-
bury, on the other hand, held attitudes more like the ma-
jority of Charlestown.
James Q. Wilson has suggested that citizens who "allow
urban renewal to proceed" belong to a group which is "pub-
lic regarding", and those who are opposed, he calls "pri-
vate regarding". The public regarding ethos is based on
"an enlarged view of the community and a sense of obliga-
tion toward it", according to Wilson. People in this group
are likely to "have a propensity for looking at and making
policy for the community 'as a whole'". They are likely
Interview with Mr. Louis Watts, January 24, 1964.
The survey was done on a grant from the Housing and Home
Finance Agency as part of the work for a doctor's degree
from Brandeis University. Mr. Watts also reported that
these higher-income families also stated a preference for
limiting the area to Negro families.
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to be high in income or education. The private-regarding,
on the other hand, are often from low-income and Negro
areas. They are "intimately bound up in the day-to-day
struggle to sustain themselves and their families".1
Wilson's explanation of the characteristics which lead
people to support urban renewal agrees with the suggested
higher income ambitions for Washington Park, in spite of
the fact that the majority are Negro. But Wilson's judg-
ment that those who favor urban renewal are "public regard-
ing" while others are "private regarding" is really a vote
by Wilson that urban renewal is for the benefit of the
"community as a whole". To the writer, citizens who oppose
the program may be saying that other types of programs are
needed more, or at least simultaneously, with renewal.
From this point of view, either or neither position could
be "public regarding". In addition, it seems reasonable
that persons who might be hurt by relocation, whether of
high or low income, might be expected to oppose the change,
and those who have least resources to cope with the new
costs have reason to be most critical. Unless the move is
planned so that those to be relocated will benefit both
financially and socially as well as physically by the
change, there is reason for them to be "private-regarding".
Different attitudes toward renewal and efforts to
1Nilson, James r)., "Planning and Politics; Citizen
Particiation in Urban Renewal," Journal of the American
Institute of Planners, November 1963,p. N57
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improve the environment may also reflect different values
which are placed on housing and environment. The differ-
ences between the values held by professional (middle- and
high-income) persons and low-income people are just beginning
to be recognized. Herbert J. Gans has said, "Contemporary
city planning and professions such as education, social
work, public recreation, public health, medicine, and psy-
chiatry, which Erich Lindemann has aptly described as care-
takers, use middle-class values to help low-income popula-
tions solve their problems and improve their living condi-
tions.",, Gans states that he personally finds the value
judgments of "professional upper-middle class" more desir-
able than the values of other groups and analyzes ways in
which other groups can be helped to move toward similar
values.2 In the meantime, he recognizes that the differ-
ence in values, as it affects goals for urban renewal, is
to allot "a higher value to housing (as measured by per-
centage of income to be spent for shelter) and place
greater emphasis on the status function of housing" than
lower-income families feel is reasonable.3
Even if there were no serious differences among the
1 Gans, Herbert J., The Urban Villagers, Group and
Class in the Life of ItaTian Americans, The Free Press of
Gl enoe7 ]32, p. TX.
2 lbid., p. 264.
3Ibid., p. 309.
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citizens in the value they place on housing, there might
still be differences in their attitudes toward urban re-
newal based on different conclusions about the effective-
ness of this program as a means of eliminating slum condi-
tions. Among those who have discussed the relation of slum
buildings to patterns of living, James M. Beshers says,
"reform oriented research" has done too little to try to
evaluate their action program. He reports that city
planners may view the physical features of the city as "ul-
timate causal factors" and thus might say that "if slums
were replaced with bright new buildings, juvenile delin-
quency would decline".2 Clearly Beshers thinks there is
a more complicated relationship.
A different kind of attack on slum conditions is sug-
gested by Gans who emphasizes the need for new kinds of
educational and social services. He bases his argument
for the need for such services on an analysis of the social
structure of life in the West End of Boston, which was con-
sidered by redevelopment standards to be a slum. Gans
describes characteristics of the families of this (former)
area which would make it unlikely that they would live
differently if moved to better housing. These character-
istics also limit the extent to which these citizens could
expand their power as participants in urban renewal.
1Beshers, James M., Urban Social Structure, The Free
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 12,p. 9
2 Ibid., p. 10.
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There are four aspects of the social structure of the
people who lived in the old West End which Gans discusses.
First, they are unable to participate in formal organiza-
tions and in general community activities and are thus "de-
prived of a method of political representation". Related
to this is their pattern of being oriented to "people"
rather than "objective" goals. In the second place, Gans
calls attention to the gap between working class and other
members of society in opportunities for income. Third is
the rejection by the working class of certain types of so-
cial help which seek to take the place of care cus-tomarily
given by members of the family, such as medical care. In
the fourth place, the working class group place greater
values on group life and a lower value on privacy and tend
to penalize individuals who deviate from the thinking of
the group. Thus a leader who wanted to try to define new
programs would be subject to severe criticism.
In Gans' opinion these characteristics do not mean
that the working class does not have a stable and satis-
factory social organization. Mixed in the community with
working class people, however, are what Gans calls "a
lower-class subculture". These include female-based fami-
lies, alcoholics and the mentally ill. To Gans this lower-
class subculture is not just another culture but a
lGans, op. cit., p. 265 and p. 266.
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pathological part of the community, which needs help. 1
For the working class part of the slum residents, as
described by Gans, there is an implication that it may not
be important, per se, to change their physical neighbor-
hood, except for individual families who live in unsafe
housing. Other kinds of social assistance are needed more
than new physical neighborhoods. As already noted, Gans
would favor new physical neighborhoods too, but he implies
the primary needs (and goals) are to increase work oppor-
tunities in order to increase income and to change atti-
tudes toward working with government and using social
services.
From the point of view of those in the working class
and in the lower-income groups who opposed the renewal
plans for Washington Park and Charlestown, there appear
to be major alternative goals which would be considered
more important than the goal of tearing down substandard
builcings in order to "eliminate blight". One of these
goals could be met by a different kind of physical planning,
namely, a program to insure all families a minimum standard
of housing before buildings are demolished. The other al-
ternative goal could not be met by physical planning and
would consist of providing more social services. These
possibilities are discussed further in Section IX. The




citizen is a crucial goal in citizen participation because
it determines the kind of program recommended.
C. Determining Housing Types, Community Facilities, and
Circulation in Urban Renewal Projects
The most active discussions between the Redevelopment
staff and the residents of Washington Park and Charlestown
neighborhoods have been concerned with specific questions
such as types of housing, community facilities and the loca-
tion of new circulation routes. In both areas the Redevel-
opment staff presented questions to citizen organizations
around these topics and furnished some guide lines for
standards to assist the citizen groups in choosing among
alternative plans.
It is in the area of housing types that the citizens
seem to have spoken most clearly on the basis of their own
values. On the extent of demolition, i.e., the standard
to be used in deciding when a dwelling was to be "cleared"
rather than rehabilitated, Washington Park and Charlestown
residents showed the greatest difference. As reported
earlier, Washington Park wanted maximum clearance and
Charlestown wanted minimum clearance.
On the question of public housing the areas differed
also. Washington Park citizens at early meetings expressed
the desire to limit public housing, but later voted in fa-
vor of a plan for the area which provided no public housing
except for a few rehabilitated buildings. Charlestown,
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which was highly critical of existing public housing in
the area, strongly recommended more housing for low-income
families, hoping it could be provided by new designs and
with greater emphasis on individual choice.
Regarding new -middle-income housing, Washington Park
was enthusiastic about proposed new homes to be built under
church auspices and other nonprofit organizations with low
interest rates (under Section 221-d-3 of the Housing Act),
which would rent for much less than other privately built
new housing. They also favored extensive rehabilitation
programs and high standards for improvement.
Charlestown expressed greater fear that rehabilitation
would force people to move who could not meet new stand-
ards. Their major emphasis was on demanding that new hous-
ing be made available before anyone was forced to move.
The requirement that new housing be available for people
displaced from Washington Park did not appear to be of
special concern, though the citizen leaders did assure the
residents that the BRA would find housing for those
displaced.
On the question of taking homes that were in good con-
dition as part of a neighborhood improvement both Washing-
ton Park and Charlestown residents had questions. The
Washington Park protest came mostly from families on Ban-
bridge Street where good homes were to be demolished in
order to provide for a new cross-town road and an enlarged
recreation area. A minority group of Washington Park felt
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that the number of homes taken was larger than necessary,
but, on the whole, there appeared to be approval of the
plans for a new street pattern and increased community
facilities.
In Charlestown the plans for taking homes in good con-
dition to provide for a new neighborhood pattern were un-
* fortunately misunderstood. Although in the Bunker Hill
area the BRA proposed to take only a few homes in good con-
dition along with deserted dwellings and vacant land on
Nanny Goat Hill, the error in showing on a map these lots
circled with many other good homes adjoining them was per-
haps the most critical item that stirred up resentment
against the total plan and specifically against the pro-
posal of early land acquisition.
The size and location of schools and playgrounds were
discussed at length in Washington Park. Here there was
the underlying question of how to encourage more integra-
tion in the future neighborhoods. Citizens urged that
some schools be located so as to increase the chance for
a larger number of white students. In Charlestown no fi-
nal recommendations regarding public facilities were
reported.
Regarding new circulation patterns, Charlestown con-
centrated attention on a strong demand for removing the
"El". Washington Park residents moved from consideration
1One citizen reported that the location of the "El"
along Main Street in Charlestown was done out of spite to
hurt some business interest, whereas the logical place to
put it even in 1900 would have been close to the B. and M.




of widening an existing street (Townsend Street) to serve
the need for crosstown travel, to recognition of the dif-
ficulties and to a decision to develop a new, wider street
with planned new housing and shopping facilities.
In its discussions about the development of its area,
Washington Park citizens became aware also of the need to
relate their planning to planning for the rest of Roxbury
and for the whole Boston area. They considered this most
in connection with choosing new routes for the roads to
be improved. The location of schools also recognized this
question. On the problem of relocating displaced families
in new areas with the result of increasing the concentra-
tion of Negroes and adding to the density of the popula-
tion, the Washington Park citizens have not been in a posi-
tion to bring about more satisfactory plans.
D. Lnterpreting Urban Renewal Procedures
The citizens of Washington Park and Charlestown were
asked not only for advice on how to develop plans for their
areas, but also to help interpret the BRA procedures for
executing the plans once they were worked out. In addition
to holding meetings, citizen groups in both areas prepared
written materials for distribution stating both what the
Boston Redevelopment Authority could do and what the citi-
zens could do.
As the Washington Park plans went into the execution
stage, the need for information about procedures became
greater. Materials prepared primarily by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority were distributed with the coopera-
tion of Freedom House. The releases were in question-and-
answer form. The topics included such subjects as "Reloca-
tion", "Property improvement you can make with no increase
in tax assessment", "How to buy fire insurance at regular
rates", and "What happens if the building where I live is
acquired by the Boston Redevelopment Authority". The re-
leases were on legal size paper and one or two pages long.
They were readable and gave a great deal of information.
As reported above, the critics of the Freedom House
leadership stated that other simpler materials were also
needed. They would have had the information on relocation
start with the sentences "Don't move in a hurry. Wait for
help from the BRA". The sheet that was distributed began
"Q: Will you have to move immediately? A: No, ordinarily
families have up to ninety (90) days in which to move.
Sometimes it takes longer, sometimes less time is required.
If you cooperate with your relocation worker, you will be
relocated into decent safe and sanitary housing of your
choice within the prescribed period of time." There were
12 additional questions and answers on this subject.
In Charlestown there were monthly releases issued by
SHOC, partly trying to arouse citizen interest and partly
interpreting what could be done under BRA. Both SHOC and
the Charlestown Federation also relied on the local
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newspaper, The Patriot, to carry stories about their work
and the BRA. As the Public Hearing approached, those op-
posed to the early land taking distributed a number of
materials condemning the urban renewal plans.
The night of the Public Hearing, the BRA distributed
to the audience a booklet which appears to have been in-
tended to give background information. It was in extremely
small type and included a series of legal statements, such
as a copy of the notice of the hearing and legal defini-
tions of the sites to be taken by the early land acquisi-
tion, technical statements on the relocation program and
on business relocation, and copies of the. forms used in
gathering information about the condition of buildings and
the need for relocation. It is hard to see how this state-
ment would increase the understanding of the citizens re-
garding the intent and procedures of the Boston Redevelop-
ment Authority in Charlestown.
E. Educating Citizens
A possible goal of citizen participation which could
be significant, but usually is not associated with this
activity, is the education of the citizen who participates.
Like other efforts to "do" something, citizen participation
is likely to enlarge the ideas of the "doer" and in turn may
change both his wishes and his abilities to work for them.
The reports available from both Washington Park and
Charlestown. show real gains in citizen understanding of what
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urban renewal might mean and how citizens might participate
in the process. For example, discussions of school stand-
ards and locations in Washington Park served both to edu-
cate citizens and to provide bases of agreements with the
BRA staff. The early self-help program initiated by Baldwin
in Charlestown resulted not only in new activities, but in
citizens wanting to learn more about different things,
which led to a new historical association and a new garden
club.
It appears that citizen education, where it occurs,
has concentrated most on citizens who can learn most
quickly. In other cities where citizen participation has
not been as far developed as in Washington Park or
Charlestown, discussions with citizens are often limited
to leaders of civic organizations. In Boston discussion
has been fragmentized, but leadership appears stronger among
business groups than residents. Certainly the BRA has
managed to talk more with the organized citizen groups in
Washington Park and Charlestown than with the lower-income
citizen who may not attend a meeting.
As Gans has pointed out, the lower-income working
people do not seek political representation to the same
extent as middle-and-upper-income citizens. It also ap-
pears true that they do not seek out opportunities to
learn about their government and to make known their
wishes.
The need for new kinds of technique to cormunicate
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with lower-income people and to help them to feel that
their wishes are worth defining and important in the over-
all planning of the city has been recognized by Noel Day,
Director of the St. Marks Social Center in the Washington
Park area. He knows that it will take patience and special
skills to give these people, who are usually not consulted
about anything, confidence in the fact that they can help
determine city policy. He sees this as the important job
ahead in the field of citizen participation. He calls his
goal "an educated public".
If the education of the citizen were recognized gen-
erally as an important goal, this would in turn help to
change the relation of citizens to elected representatives.
At the present time middle-and-upper-class people try in
some instances to choose people on the basis of the poli-
cies they sponsor. Lower-income people, as pointed out by
Gans, tend to elect people for the personal benefits they
can arrange. The more citizens move in the direction of
choosing their decision-makers on the basis of policies,
the more likely are these decision-makers to represent the
wishes of those who elect them.
Conflicts among different citizen groups will of course
continue, whether or not citizens participate in urban re-
newal as a way of learning more about how they can get
more of what they want. But as more citizens come to take
part in the renewal work, the chances will increase that
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Athe needs and wishes to all citizens will be taken into
account in developing plans for community development.1
lProfessor John T. Howard has said that he would pre-
fer to work with youngsters who are to use a playground
in planning the playground even though the result might
not be as good a playground as he might design without
them.
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VII. THE ROLE OF THE CITIZEN IN RELATION TO THE PLANNER
The relationship between the citizen and the planner
may be thought of as the process by which planning takes
place, as distinguished from specific decisions about the
goals of planning or programs or projects. This human re-
lationship provides the machinery by which the work gets
done.
The roles of the citizen and the planner vary from
group to group and, over time, with differences in the
characteristics of the individual citizens and planners
involved and with the experience of each. The appropriate
or "right" roles may thus differ in different circum-
stances, but it is believed that there is a direction of
growth toward increasing responsibility by the citizen in
the planning process, especially in the task of determining
the goals and policies of planning. The technical jobs
of engineering and administration will remain the duties
of the professional. In any area at any time, different
citizen groups may simultaneously have different relation-
ships to planning agencies.
If the objective of citizen participation is greater
understanding of the planning problem and independence in
determining goals and policies, the sequence of different
roles suggested here may be interpreted as providing a
rough set of criteria for judging the progress of the
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citizen participation process. This question of the rela-
tion of citizen to planner is closely related to that dis-
cussed in the following secin of the extent to which
different citizens participate in different kinds of deci-
sions.
A. Dependent and Caretaker
The term "caretaker" is borrowed from Erich Lindemann2
and has its basis in the traditional relation that devel-
oped between professional welfare personnel and those for
whom they.tried to "do good". It carries the implication
of the wise parent who arranges for the child who is given
only a minimum of responsibility. In this case the deci-
sions are made by the planner; it is assumed that the
planner "knows best".
Where there is active citizen participation in
1 The possibility of a range of different relation-
ships between planner and citizen is presented in contrast
to the thesis of Margot G. Strauss which assumes that the
major problem in citizen participation is that of "comnuni-
cation'between planner and citizen, each of whom accepts
his role.
The Strauss thesis stated that the roles should be
clearly defined, but did not explain these definitions.
The implications (presented on page 31) regarding the roles
are perhaps closest to the idea of client and professional,
presented below with special emphasis put on the contribu-
tion that citizens can make by collecting data about local
needs and resources (pages 119-120). Margot G. Strauss,
Two-Way Communication Between Planner and Citizen Partici-
pants in Urban Renewa, unpublished MIT~Master's Thesis
in City Planning, 1961.
2Quaoted by Gans, _op. cit.,. p. IX.
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government, it is unlikely that the relation between citi-
zen and planner would be that of dependent and caretaker.
In neither Washington Park nor Charlestown does this .seem
to define the relationship as a whole, though there were
undoubtedly some individuals who felt that they "did not
know enough" to try to influence the planning agency. Thus
when the question asked by the BRA staff in Roxbury about
planning an "ideal" community seemed to demand too much,
several citizens said "that was the planners' job".
The efforts of ABCD in Roxbury to develop new social
services to meet community needs seem to come closer to
the old line position of a caretaker in relation to a de-
pendent than does the physical planning situation, in spite
of the fact that ABCD is trying to work with citizens in
planning social services as BRA works on physical planning
questions. It is hoped that as time goes on more citizens
will share more actively with professionals in planning
new social services. The development of social services,
has been much lest advanced in Charlestown than in
Washington Park.
B. Constituent and Political Leader
The planner on a renewal program works for a municipal
government. The citizens elect the government officials
who in turn hire the planning staff (or appoint the Plan-
ning Commission which hires staff). The citizen associates.
the planning staff with their elected officials and may
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look to this staff to give favors if they can be persuaded
to do so. As in the previous situation, the planner is the
one primarily responsible for making decisions, but in
this case the citizen takes more initiative in maaking sug-
;estions or in exercising a veto.
The planner is also acting in a political capacity
when he chooses to promote urban renewal for the benefit
of some citizens and against the wishes of others whom he
may choose not to consult. Wilson maintains that to try
"to obtain the consent of those neighborhoods selected for
renewal" may mean that "the central city may have to abandon
the goal of recolonizing itself with tax-paying, culture-
loving, free-spending middle class". He recognizes that
the.Mayor may, however, reach out to neighborhood groups
to gain support, which he can no longer obtain by old style
machine politics. He cites Boston as a place where the
Mayor looked to neighborhood support to help assure re-
election.2 (It was in Charlestown that opponents to the
Mayor sought to weaken the support by attacking urban
renewal.)
In stating that the "crucial problem is how to make
attention to these neighborhood demands compatible with
city-wide programs", Wilson is quite right, but his asser-
tion that old-style political leaders, when faced with
lWilson, oR. cit., p. 247.
2 Ibid., p. 248.
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this problem, can no longer resolve this inevitable con-
flict by "buying off" the neighborhood opponents,1 may be
answered by new techniques. To the writer it might be
possible to use modern attractions of higher minimum housing
standards and better neighborhoods at prices the lower-
income families can afford to win their support for city-
wide plans.
C. Junior and Senior Partners
Another citizen-planner relationship might be defined
as a Junior-Senior partnership, but where neither side is
very enthusiastic about the joint venture and neither side
has much confidence in the other. The citizens meet with
the planning staff because they hope to have a little in-
fluence, and the planning staff meet with the citizens be-
cause they must to get political acceptance of the plans
they propose. This seems to describe the relation between
the BRA staff and the leaders of the Charlestown Federation.
It also seems to describe the relation of SHOC in its
early days with the BRA, although SHOC was much more clear
about its wishes than the Federation appears to have been.
However, the BRA seems to have been less sensitive to the
citizens' wishes in Charlestown than it was in Washington
Park. For example, the clear statement of the citizens'
Planning Council in Charlestown that new residences be
built before any homes were demolished and their demand
for a minimum of demolition were not heeded in the plans
lIbid. 104
presented at the January 1963 hearing. The BRA seemed to
favor more demolition than the community wanted.
In this relationship the citizen may be called in
only after the basic plan is already determined. This
kind of relationship between citizen and planner was ex-
pressed by NAHRO President Ira S. Robbins in a recent issue
1
of the Journal of Housing. He said, "Where a project or
a program is initiated by a public agency, citizen parti-
cipation begins when the agency is in a position to present
in writing an outline of its proposal, with the clear under-
standing that it welcomes the study of the proposal by
citizen groups and will carefully consider their recommenda-
tions." In defining "citizen participation" Robbins says,
"What I refer to is the activity of groups that are in-
formed, intelligent, and constructive--the groups that do
their homework; that oppose shortsighted, badly planned
proposals; and that support sound housing and renewal pro-
grams for the community as a whole."
D. Client and Professional
The attitude of Freedom House toward the BRA planners
can be defined as a fourth kind of relationship, that of a
client toward a professional. Freedom House had long
wanted to improve the neighborhood. Its goals were fairly
well known even before the BRA began to think about a re-
newal program in Roxbury. When the BRA came along Freedom
1Journal of Housing, no. 10, 1963, p. 589.
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House looked upon the BRA ztaff as a way to help them move
the neighborhood in the direction they wanted it to go.
They needed the technical help of the BRA staff in the
same way as a person drawing up a will needs the help of
a lawyer.
Because Freedom House had faith that the BRA could
help them get the "better" community they wanted, they
were willing to look to the planners for guidance on such
matters as standards for community facilities and measures
for estimating the needed width of future streets. Because
the BRA appeared to be in fundamental agreement with the
kind of plan Freedom House wanted for Washington Park,
they could proceed with maximum coordination in the devel-
opment of procedures for execution. These roles require
able local leadership and well organized channels for com-
munication among citizens. It usually implies also a
largely homogeneous group of citizens.
The citizens' responsibility for the development of
social services may also move in the direction of client-
professional relation from the present dependent-caretaker
relation. ABCD while trying to develop "preventive" ser-
vices seems to be trying both to be a caretaker and an
agency to help citizens define their own wants.
lAs the term "client" is used in social work it means
a "dependent"; as it is used here it means the "independent"
decision-maker. It is recognized that the individual in
need of social services may not be able to make a decision,
but the group or neighborhood in which he lives could ini-
tiate plans for services to meet local needs.
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E. Collective Bargaining
In contrast to the client-professional relationship
where the citizen relies directly on the advice of the
planner, but also has a clear idea of his wishes, there may
be a situation in which the citizen is much more critical
of the planner's proposals, especially the basic goals -
proposed. This might be termed a relationship of collec-
tive bargaining.
In the Washington Park area, the few leaders who were
most concerned about the effect of the renewal plans on
the lower-income families of the area felt that citizen
participation with the planners was essentially a program
of collective bargaining. They used the term in defining
their role. As noted, the planners were working with the
support of the articulate majority; thus the minority group
was really bargaining with the planners because they were
at odds with other citizen groups.
In Charlestown there appears to have been some element
of collective bargaining between the Federation leaders
and the BRA staff, though the idea of a Junior-Senior
Partnership, on the whole, describes the situation better.
To some extent the resident-citizens seem to have developed
a program which they wanted to persuade the BRA to accept.
F. Citizen and Educator
As citizens become more definite about the kinds of
changes -they hope to accomplish by physical planning and
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more analytical about the difficulties in achieving these
goals, a new sort of relationship may develop between them
and the planner. They may come to look to the planner as
a source of information about how a program might be de-
veloped as well as for the manpower that will carry out
specific projects that are agreed to. But the decision
about what should be the program and the project will rest
more with the citizen than with the planner.
This position on the part of the citizen is similar to
that of client and professional except that the citizen
is less passive and looks to more information, not just
to solve the immediate problem as would a'client, but to
help him come to understand broader issues and more alter-
native courses of action among which he may choose. The
process might become cumulative, for as the citizen becomes
more educated, he would be able to ask for more informa-
tion and thus take an even more active part in planning
his environment.
This relationship would require changes in the atti-
tudes of planners too. As Elmer Foster, Director of Mayor
Collins' Citizen Relations Department,1 has said, the
planner would have to be "less of a decision-maker and
more of a technician".2 Foster recognizes that until
1 By legislative order, this Department is operated
under the general direction of the Administrator of the
Boston Redevelopment Authority.
2Telephone talk with Mr. Foster, December 18, 1963.
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citizens are further educated the planner is also useful
as the initiator of suggestions for new physical planning.
In his role as educator, the planner would present
to citizens various alternative solutions to specific ques-
tions, as he would also do as a professional with a client
or in the role of a collective bargainer. The difference
between the role of educator and the previous roles would
lie in his having less responsibility for a decision and
more responsibility for helping the citizen see the issues
which must be taken into account in making a decision. It
is also clear that the planner cannot take this role until
the citizen is educated enough to make decisions (really .
recommendations to the City Council or Mayor).and motivated
to take this responsibility. The timing of the shift from
role of client-professional to citizen-educator is itself
a joint decision for the citizen and the planner.1
As technician and educator the planner might be con-
sidered to fill the place in physical planning for the com-
munity that the psychiatrist plays in relation to an
1 The idea that planners should try to educate citi-
zens about planning problems was suggested by Mel Scott
in 1947. The objective of his proposal is the same as that
described in this section, but he expected the planner to
take a more active part in "making the plan" than is sug-
gested here. Scott said, "I would combine investigation
of community problems and needs with group discussion and
training in the techniques of political action. I would
not only inform citizens but equip them to act upon their
convictions." The work is to be directed by a "planning
educator" who is to be trained not only as a planner but,
as an adult educator. On the basis of surveys made with
the help of civic leaders, this planning educator "would
first develop an interpretive picture that would enable
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individual. Thomas S. Szasz has written, "What psycho-
analysis (and some other therapies) can offer him (i.e.,
the citizen) is a better knowledge of himself, which may
enable him to make new choices in the conduct of his life."1
The physical planner also can offer the citizen knowledge.
He would be responsible for labelling the bottles and ex-
plaining the labels.
everyone to see clearly the community as a dynamic entity".
The object would be "to develop a body of citizens who
thoroughly understood the picture and through them to com-
mit the community to a program of planned reconstruction
and development". Mel Scott, "Roots for Democracy," Jour-
nal of the American Institute of Planners, Spring 1947,
pp. T-16.
1 Thomas S. Szasz, M. D.,
Cannot Do," Harper's Magazine,
"What Psychiatry Can and
February 1964, p. 51.
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VIII. STRENGTHENING PARTICIPATION BY ALL CITIZENS
How to get a clear picture of what "the citizen" wants
is the basic problem of a democratic government. On the
one hand, there are special interest groups which seek
programs to their own advantage; on the other hand, there
are great numbers of citizens characterized by apathy and
lack of know-how, but who still look to the government to
provide benefits they cannot gain individually. The pro-
cess of citizen participation in urban renewal, as in other
government decisions, involves the balancing of these dif-
ferent citizen groups.
The preceding sections have indicated that there were
in both Washington Park and Charlestown different citizen
groups which had an interest in urban renewal. Primarily
these were resident-citizen groups, but there were also
business, church, civic, and social organizations. Other
neighborhoods also are known to have citizen groups working
on renewal with varying degrees of strength.
There are in Boston a few strong, central business and
civic-citizen groups such as the Committee on the Govern-
ment Center and the Chamber of Commerce Committee on the
Development of the Waterfront. Only recently has the Mayor
appointed a city-wide Citizens' Advisory Committee for
urban renewal to meet the requirements of the workable
program. Subcommittees of this large group are just
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beginning to try to define their roles. It is not clear
at present whether this very large city-wide committee will
be primarily a way of channeling information from the Re-
development Authority to citizens for their comment or will
also be able to serve as a means to formulate citizen
wishes and thereby help to guide the Boston programs of
planning and renewal.
"Success" in citizen participation in community im-
provement, to the writer, should be defined in terms of the
contribution made in advancing the interests of citizens.
Criteria for promoting "success", it is suggested, include
such factors as the degree to which the participation pro-
vides for representation of all citizens, is free from the
control of any one group of citizens and of the planning
agency, and has found means to communicate with all citi-
zens. These tests of success are quite different from
those suggested by others who look to the accomplishment
of a renewal project per se.
The idea that citizen participation may be considered
a success when it aids the accomplishment of a renewal
project has been supported by Romi and Dentler and, by im-
plication, by Wilson. In their study of the urban renewal
program in North West Hyde Park in Chicago, Rossi and
Dentler conclude that the local citizen.Community Conference
"made its greatest contribution in its passive rather than
its active roles. That is to say, the Conference obtained
for the idea of planning and for the plan itself a mass
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base of support which facilitated the planning process and
the acceptance of the Final Plan in the local community
and 'downtown'."1  The authors explain that had the organi-
zation tried to be less of a "transmission-belt" they would
not have had the popular support they did, would have
slowed up negotiotions by increasing local opposition, and
might have been accused of being a pressure group, which
might have jeopardized their funds from a private founda-
tion.2
The means by which this "successful" participation
was advanced included strong local leadership, the support
of the local leaders by a broader community organization,
and the ability of the local organization in directing the
planning effort toward "public use" planning rather than
"private use" planning.3
From the Rossi and Dentler point of view, the citizen
activities in Washington Park would be considered a
"success" and those in Charlestown a "failure". But the
situation is really more complicated if one attempts to
judge what was in the interests of the citizens. From the
latter point of view, both Washington Park and Charlestown
had some good and some poor scores.
1 Rossi, Peter H., and Dentler, Robert A., The Politics
of Urban Renewal, The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961,
2 Ibid., p. 287.
"Ibid., p. 217 ind p. 219.
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A. Representation at the Neighborhood Level
Although the instructions of the Housing and Home
Finance Agency regarding citizen participation in prepar-
ing the workable program urge that the citizen organiza-
tion be made "representative", they do not discuss the
many different circumstances that may arise. They recog-
nize that each locality is different, and perhaps that is
all that the Federal government can do in terms of policy,
but citizens, planners, and community organizers need to
give more attention to how to deal with these conflicting
interests. One important point seems to be the need for
increasing recognition that all citizens should be repre-
sented in making recommendations on what government should
do. 1
Within a neighborhood or area such as Washington Park
or Charlestown the question of representation means finding
a way to weigh the wishes of different groups in relation
to each other. The different groups include residents vs.
nonresidential interests, middle-and-high-income families
vs. lower-income families, owners vs. tenants, big business
firms vs. small business firms, education and charity or-
ganizations vs. taxpayers, long-time residents vs. newer
residents, white vs. nonwhite, and all the complex
1The recent ASPO Newsletter refers to early examples
of "citizen participation" which include an exhibit of
plans in 1909, showing Boston in 1915, and a contest in 1944
for programs for the future Boston. These were highly de-
sirable activities but, to the writer, hardly qualify as
"representative". (Eliot, Graham and Crane, oR. cit., p. 44.)
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variations of the "in's" vs. the "out's".
Closely related to the question of what groups in the
community are to be represented in the citizen movement is
that of who is to serve as leader. There is no doubt that
a strong leader from whatever group he comes makes a big
difference in the weight that his group will have in the
overall citizen activities. A strong leader from a small
minority group can challenge a large majority, whereas, if
the leadership of even a large minority is weak, the oppo-
sition will not be effective.
The kind of skill needed in a leader may also vary
according to the character of the types and experience of
citizen groups in an area to be organized. Where there are
strong differences of opinion among the citizens the arts
of persuasion, compromise and patience become more impor-
tant than where a group is largely homogeneous.
In Washington Park it appears that both the Steering
Committee and CURAC did in fact represent the opinions of
the majority of the citizens. For both, Freedom House
personnel offered strong leadership. The families who were
to be displaced, on the other hand, did not have strong lead-
ership, and there is serious question as to whether they
were adequately represented in making plans for the area,
especially at the beginning of the program. (This is not
necessarily to question the decision not to include more
lower-priced housing in the renewed area, but to suggest
that, had the lower-income families been more strongly
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represented, more effective plans might have been developed
on a city-wide basis to meet their needs.)
In Charlestown the problem of representation was more
difficult than in Washington Park as there was no long ex-
perience with a central agency, like Freedom House or the
Roxbury Community Council in Roxbury. SHOC did not try to
represent nonresidential interests, and the Federation was
a loosely knit organization without strong leadership. It
is doubtful if the Federation spoke as truly for its mem-
bers in Charlestown as CURAC did for Washington Park citi-
zens. In addition, there was strong leadership among
"splinter" groups. The arrangement to hold the hearing in
January 1963 was also probably timed earlier than desirable
for full discussion of the proposal among Charlestown
citizens. It is believed that there were, in fact, serious
divisons among the citizens regarding urban renewal even
though the proportion opposed to renewal may not have been
as high as appeared at the public hearing.
If one accepts the idea that citizen participation
should include representation of all citizens, a difficult
question arises in regard to how to deal with citizens who
do not easily express themselves or who are not very much
interested in participating, or even opposed to taking part
in any discussion of city activities. One answer might be
that all groups must be "taken into account", but need not
directly participate. This may be the most that can be
done under some circumstances. However, to the writer it
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seems important to try to get as much direct response from
as many citizens as possible on choices of government action,
especially those that affect the conditions under which
they live.
Another answer to the question of how much to try to
involve all citizens would be to decide action on the basis
of the kinds of questions that are to be asked and an analy-
sis of whether participation would be important to indi-
vidual groups of citizens. Thus an effort might be made
to reach all citizens who may be required to move in order
to help them understand clearly what choices they have for
relocation and to get their help in planning for the move.
These would be questions of implementation. Less effort
would be made to get the opinions of potential relocatees
regarding the location of new public facilities and trans-
portation or in deciding what standard of housing is to be
accepted as not requiring demolition. These are problems
of project development. Citizens who found it hard to dis-
cuss these questions, or who were likely to be disturbed
by discussion of what to demolish, would be (by kindness)
left out of the process of this participation.
The basic question of whether to consider urban re-
newal as a way of raising revenue is of less interest to
individual neighborhoods than it would be to a group of
citizens advising, for example, on city-wide revenues and
might not be asked of a neighborhood-citizen group, although
the neighborhood group would be consulted about the
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question of whether to consider renewal for the neighbor-
hood. Thus the neighborhood group might reject the renewal
plan, as was done in Charlestown, though it might also rec-
ognize the need for new city revenue if asked to consider
this question.
A third kind of answer to the question of who should
participate might be to rank citizens and citizen organi-
zations by their influence on the growth of the city.
(Granted this would be a rough scale.) Citizens who do not
own any property would probably be given least attention.
Owners of their homes would be more important to consult.
Owners of several homes or of a business which employed
many people would be even more influential. On this scale
bankers, educational organizations, or large civic groups
would be perhaps the most important to consult. Yet these
large organizations do not usually have identical interests
with resident-citizens or with the development of a neigh-
borhood for residential purposes. In general they are
more concerned with the overall image of the city, most
probably the Central Business District, but they may also
include organizations, like a university or ethnic organi-
zation, which has a primary interest in one section of the
city. In contrast to these large, concentrated power
groups, resident-citizen interests are relatively frag-
mented.
The choice of what is desirable representation will,
of course, rest also on the choice made about what is the
goal of citizen participation in urban renewal. If the
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goal is the accomplishment of an urban renewal project,
then it would be logical to consult only those citizens
who will most readily approve the program. Wilson supports
this position when he says, "citizen participation is not
an end in itself but a means to other ends, and it should
be judged in terms of the ends it is likely to serve.
There is nothing but confusion to be gained from insisting
that urban renewal and grass-roots democracy are, and al-
ways should be, compatible". To the writer, it appears
more likely that we will obtain plans that will serve the
neighborhood and city best by consulting all people, rather
than encouraging a small top group to make the basic deci-
sions and letting resident-citizens consider only the
somewhat lesser questions of how many parks to construct
and how to handle relocation.
At the neighborhood level it appears then that citi-
zen participation can contribute most to the probable wel-
fare of the community by seeking to represent all citizens.
But for a city to work out programs to help all citizens
of the city, there is also need for a citizens' organiza-
tion that will find a way to relate the interests of dif-
ferent neighborhoods as well as different citizen groups
to each other.
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1 James Q. Wilson,"The Citizen in the Renewal Process,"
Journal of Housing, No. 11, 1963, p. 626.
B. City-wide and Metropolitan Representation
Perhaps the most difficult question in developing
citizen participation in community improvement is how to
relate neighborhood groups to city-wide citizen organization.
The workable program requires a city-wide citizens' advi-
sory committee. As already noted, the HHFA instructions
about citizen participation are much less definite in re-
quiring neighborhood citizens' activities. Yet to get
meaningful response from citizens about a neighborhood pro-
ject, it is essential that there be a local neighborhood
organization. Certainly the kind of comments made in
Washington Park and Charlestown would not have been made
by a city-wide committee.
One of the problems has already been suggested in the
report of the Housing Association of Metropolitan Boston,
namely the assumption that families (or the resident-
citizens) are most important on the neighborhood level and
nonresidential interests most important on the city-wide
level. To the writer, this assumption is responsible for
discouraging the development of a city-wide program that is
concerned with the living arrangements of the residents
as well as with the prosperity of the businesses. Only
at the city-wide discussions can the resident-citizen rea-
sonably present the needs of his group in relation to trans-
portation, shopping areas, industrial development or re-
gional educational interests. It seems to the writer,
therefore, essential that there be an effort made in the
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city-wide citizens' organization to know and understand the
wishes of resident-citizens in their respective neighborhoods,
and resident-citizens should see that they are so under-
stood.
It is recognized that both at the city-wide level and
at the neighborhood level, as already illustrated, there
will be more than one point of view. The city-wide citizen
organization can help to summarize these points of view,
to evaluate them and to begin to work out compromises or
ways of meeting different interests simultaneously. If
citizen participation is to represent the interests of all
citizens, both city-wide and neighborhood groups must be
developed and some way found to relate them to each other.
At the present time the Boston citizen participation
program is split between the neighborhood organizations, on
one hand, and the new large city-wide organization on the
other hand. The neighborhood groups developed following
the emphasis on renewal projects which are limited to speci-
fic neighborhoods. The city-wide Advisory Committee of
some 300 well-known citizens was established to meet the
Federal requirement, but does not have adequate staff to do
any active research and analysis. It serves a function
as a channel of communication to these leading citizens
about the major features of the renewal program.
1 The Mayor invited some 300 citizens from neighbor-
hood citizen organizations and from major city-wide inter-
ests to serve on this new committee by a letter of
August 16, 1963. The group has met approximately monthly
since September 1963.
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One of the facts that makes it difficult for resident-
citizens from different neighborhoods to work toward a
combined city-wide plan for all residents and a compre-
hensive relationship with nonresidential interests is the
lack of a recognized city-wide plan for future land use
and development. Neighborhood plans cannot be related to
each other without a general plan to show overall needs
and resources, and neighborhood citizen groups cannot re-
late intelligently to other interest groups without informa-
tion both about other neighborhood plans and city-wide devel-
opment. The Freedom House leaders were well aware of such
a need, but without city-wide goals and related, city-wide
citizen organization, there was little they could do to
insure a sound relationship between the development of
their neighborhood and other parts of the city.
Just as there is need to relate different citizen in-
terests to each other on a city-wide basis, so there is
need for relating city needs to those of surrounding suburbs.
The newly formed advisory Metropolitan Area Planning Coun-
cil is a step toward this goal and may well serve as a
nucleus for sharing citizen hopes and fears over the metro-
politan area.
It should also be said that the mechanics of providing
for greater citizen participation might be worked out in
several different ways. The logical way seems to be to
develop a new city-wide citizen organization with staff,
but only a couple of the very largest cities in the
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United States seem to have managed to keep such an indepen-
dent citizens' group going on a city-wide basis. Another
way to meet a part of the need for more communication with
citizens would be to expand this kind of activity as part
of a planning agency. As pointed out in the following
section, it would, however, be important for this planning
agency to be free from direction by the Redevelopment
Authority if it is to help citizens formulate suggestions
for changing plans proposed by the BRA. A third way would
be to expand a research and counselling service related
to the City Council.
C. Financing
For either a neighborhood or a city-wide citizens'
organization, the greatest problem for continuing operation
appears to be largely that of raising money to support
staff and office expenses. The major alternatives seem
to be funds from the renewal agency itself, funds from
some other city source, funds from the Red Feather organi-
zation of the municipality and funds from other private
sources. There is, of course, no reason why several sources
might not be used at the same time.
If the major goal of citizen participation in urban
renewal is to help interpret given plans and assist in im-
plementation, then it is logical for funds to come pri-
marily from the renewal agency. Even if the objective is
to get suggestions from citizens about the types of housing,
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number and location of community facilities and patterns
for circulation, financial help from the renewal agency would
be appropriate. If, on the other hand, the citizens' or-
ganization is to criticize the renewal program from the
point of view of its benefit to citizens as a whole,
then financing by the renewal agency is likely to curtail
effective action.
In the -recent interpretations of citizen participa-
tion activities in connection with the workable program,
Federal funds are made available to assist in providing
professional help with citizen organization. This implies
that the Federal government leans toward having citizen
groups serve primarily as assisting and promoting groups
for the renewal programs.
NAHRO (the National Association of Housing and Rede-
velopment Officials) clearly backs the workable program
statements regarding financial help for citizen participa-
tion. In the 1963-65 policy resolution NAHRO stated:
"NAHRO repeats its 1961 recommendation that, as part of
the costs of housing renewal programs, there be included
the cost of training neighborhood organization leaders.
It also reaffirms its belief in the need for citizen parti-
cipation at the neighborhood level, but repeats the caution
that such participation must arise from groups that are
informed, intelligent, and constructive and that operate
in support of programs that are consistent with a sound
housing and renewal effort for the dommunity as a
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whole." They favor the Federal government giving money,
bet want to give it only where citizens are constructive
(it sounds a lot like saying they will help those who ba-
sically agree with them).
In 1957 William Brussat, in writing an information
bulletin for NAHRO, urged strongly at least in a conservation
neighborhood the citizen organization should be indepen-
dently financed. (In the writer's opinion it is too bad
NAHRO did not keep this position.) After including in the
"ground rules" for a coordinated citizen approach, "full
time professional leadership . . as early in the organiza-
tion as possible", 2 he urged a central group to serve as
a clearing house and advise new groups and said, "While
the municipality may offer assistance in one form or an-
other to neighborhood groups, they should have a creature
of their own. The program desired by the neighborhood
groups may not always meet with the approval of the muni-
cipal government and vice-versa. An independent citizen
group is a free agent and represents the most feasible way
of welding the neighborhood groups into a real city-wide
1 National Association of Housing and Redevelopment
Officials, 1963-65 Policy Resolution, adopted at business
meeting of members during 1963 National Biennial Confer-
ence, Denver, Colorado, October 2, 1963, p. 4.
2 Brussat, William K., Citizens Organization for Neigh-
borhood Conservation, Special Publication No. 12, Renewal
Information Service, National Association of Housing and
Redevelopment Officials, Chicago,.Illinois, April 1957,
p. 3.
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force for the renewal of the city. Such a group would
have a pressure potential for urban renewal unequalled in
the history of local development, city planning and civic
improvement."1 (Brussat noted that something in this direc-
tion was already operating in Philadelphia in the Citizens'
Council.)
A more recent statement, also in contrast to the of-
ficial NAHRO position that funds to train local leaders
should come from the renewal agency, was made in 1962, at
a Conference on Social Work in Housing and Urban Renewal
sponsored by NAHRO. Albert Rosenberg, Director of the
Community Organization Divison of the Baltimore Urban Re-
newal and Housing Agency said, "The autonomy of local citi-
zens groups is essential; they must not be set up as 'crea-
tures' of the agency charged with responsibility for urban
renewal". He reports that in Baltimore the mayor had ap-
pointed a committee, which proved to be suspect, and only
after the professional staff had helped to get local leaders
elected, could citizen participation work.
In Washington Park the financial help making possible
Freedom House leadership of citizens is coming mainly from
the Boston Redevelopment Authority, although, as already
stated, Freedom House leaders have stated they would prefer
lIbid., p. 7.
2 National Association of Housirg and Redevelopment
Officials, Change for the Better, 1962, p. 15.
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private funds. In Charlestown a representative of ABCD
was assigned to the area under ABCD's grant from the Ford
Foundation, but his assignment s!emed also to involve re-
sponsibility to the Boston Redevelopment Authority as well
as to the citizens of Charlestown. Thus in both Roxbury
and Charlestown, the financial arrangements seemed to make
it hard for a local citizens' organization to stand for
goals that differed very much from those desired by the
Boston Redevelopment Authority.
D. Communication Techniques
A fourth important criterion for promoting successful
citizen participation is the development of methods to com-
municate with citizens of different backgrounds and inter-
ests. This is needed both for neighborhood and city-wide
planning. This approach has not been given serious etten-
tion by many city planners, but has been discussed by some
groups of sociologists. The HHFA literature and NAHRO re-
ports seem to suggest that the citizens who are most impor-
tant to communicate with are those who are already in posi-
tions of leadership in the neighborhoods where renewal
work is being considered.
The ways in which other citizens can be brought into
the process of participation will vary widely. It is to
be expected that early steps will result in clumsy and ex-
aggerated opinions from citizens who do not have background
to know how to participate in working from one stage to
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another. James G. Banks when he was Assistant Commis-
sioner for Relocation and Community Organization in the
Urban Renewal Administration said, "most planners are ex-
asperated by the efforts of citizens to inject themselves
in planning considerations" which they generally consider
the "prerogatives of the professionals". They look at
citizens as "uninformed nuisances". He states that citi-
zen participation "must be conceived as a developing proc-
ess, developing citizen sophistication and understanding."2
As a method he suggests meeting with groups of from 3 to
5 families at a time, or block groups, long before larger
meetings are held.3
In the Hyde Park-Kenwood area in Chicago a question-
naire technique was used to try to learn the reactions of
individual citizens. The questions asked included "Gener-
ally speaking, do you like or dislike living in this neigh-
borhood? What things about living here do you like? What
things do you dislike? For each thing liked or disliked,
do you feel strongly about this or is it not too important
to you?" The results showed that "more people were more
concerned about rising crime and street disorders than
were anxious to have their houses improved. More people
1 Banks, James G., Assistant Commissioner for Relocation
and Community Organization, Urban Renewal Administration,
comments in Proceedings of the American Society of Planning
Officials, 1962, p. 153.
2 Ibid., p. 185.
3 Ibid., p. 185.
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complained about the dirt and the changed (deteriorating)
condition of the public schools than did about the shopping
facilities which were scheduled for major replacement.
More complained about poor street lighting, poor police
protection, poor traffic control, poor parking conditions,
than about the livability of their own homes.4". Donald
Bogue, who reported this technique at a NAHRO meeting,
said "the investigation was not initiated by planners and
welcomed little". 2
Bogue suggested that further research might inquire
"why" citizens answer the way they do to the questions
asked. He commented "many plans go hay wire simply because
people fail to behave the way the planners predicted they
would".3 He added also that another way to avoid costly
blunders would be to try to assess the reasoning that peo-
ple will go through when confronted with the situation the
planners intend to produce. He predicted that planners
will in time "not only tolerate" this kind of inquiry but
"will welcome it".
The introduction and development of new techniques
of communication will require new types of professional
staff. To some extent persons trained in community organi-
zation in schools of social work have this skill, but
many of these people look to community organization
lBogue, Donald J., "A Discussion of Research Needs,"
in Urban Renewal and the Changing Urban Structure, National
Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, July
1960, p. 26.
2 Ibid., p. 27 3 Ibid. 41hid,
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work as a form of therapy for individual members of society
rather than as ways to help citizens express what they want
and find ways to make these wants known. Persons trained
in workers' education seem to come closer to the kind of
skill now needed in providing citizen education for parti-
cipation in planning. Workers' education differs from the
usual adult education program in putting more emphasis on
seeking to draw from the adult students their own points
of view and the goals for which they want to work, rather
than merely reporting to them information about what others
have done.
The need for new kinds of techniques to communicate
with some citizens was clearly seen by Noel Day in Washing-
ton Park. He emphasized that lower-income citizens need
much encouragement to believe that their ideas are wanted.
They need to have people meet with them in small groups
and to talk rather than try to communicate by printed matter.
Information from these lower-income people might be quite
different from that received from more educated and sophis-
ticated groups. If their preferences could be taken into
account in planning to meet their needs, it might be found
that entirely new types of environmental arrangements would
be developed in the process of urban renewal.1
1 A pilot study undertaken at Princeton in 19 42 con-
sidered several questions which are important in the area
of citizen communication and was well ahead of much done
today. The objects of the study were (1) to determine
whether a survey could be part of.planning work, (It stated




This section on strengthening citizen participation
in urban renewal is based on the assumption that citizen
participation is desirable as a means of defining what
citizens want, rather than as a way of obtaining citizen
approval of a particular renewal program. It is felt that
success in defining planning goals and in giving a valid
citizen reaction to renewal proposals can be increased if
the citizen organization seeks to represent all citizens
both on the neighborhood level and on a city-wide level,
if the organization is financially independent of the re-
newal authority and if the organization develops new tech-
niques for communicating with all citizens.
In both Washington Park and in Charlestown, the or-
ganized citizen groups appear to have spoken for majority
groups, but in both areas there were minority groups whose
too frequently taken for granted".) (2) to determine "the
extent to which the average citizen is interested and in-
formed concerning his own neighborhood town and local gov-
ernment; his familiarity with the idea of city planning;
an indication of what his behavior might be if his daily
life were disrupted by planning programs; and lastly whether
he would rather live in the city or in the country. ' and
(3) "to outline in simple form the technique utilized in
making the survey . . as an aid to planning commissions .
which may wish to conduct surveys of local public opinion
as a part of their planning efforts." Two persons inter-
viewed 246 people in two weeks. The results showed espe-
cially useful information on parking. Bureau of Urban Re-
search, Urban Planning and Public Opinion, A Pilot Study,
Princeton University, Princeton, N. J., 1942.
interests do not appear to have been adequately represented
and for whom no appropriate program was considered. In
Washington Park the majority wanted renewal; in Charles-
town, the reverse. In Washington Park the minority were the
lower-income families who were being displaced. For them
a city-wide program to assure less loss of housing space
and family income might have been appropriate. In Charles-
town there was a minority group which wanted property im-
provement, and for them a small program covering only a
limited part of the area might have been proposed.
For neither area was there the support in planning
and in citizen organization that might have come if there
had been a city-wide comprehensive plan for Boston and an
active, well staffed, city-wide organization interested in
getting a comprehensive understanding of the needs of all
citizens.
In neither Washington Park nor in Charlestown was
there enough effort to learn the wishes of the citizens
who are not usually consulted. In both areas, and in other
parts of the city, there is great need to develop these
techniques further.
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IX. RELATION OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
TO GOALS FOR URBAN RENEWAL
If it is true, as suggested in Section VI, that the
goals of the urban renewal program reflect both the iden-
tification of the -people who contribute to making the
choice and the values of those who participate, then it
is to be expected that, if the composition of the citizen
group and others who share in deciding urban renewal goals
and programs in Boston is changed, the goals and programs
may be modified. The question is whether strengthening
the participation of all citizens in urban renewal would
affect the present urban renewal program of Boston.
Time has not permitted the discussion of the sugges-
tions made in this section with resident-citizens of Wash-
ington Park and Charlestown in the same way that their ex-
periences in the renewal program were discussed. Perhaps
they would not agree that, if given a broader choice in
what they would like done in their communities, they would
recommend some basic changes. The chance that they would,
if adequately informed, express preferences for some new
goals seems high to the writer, and some of the possible
developments have been suggested in this section.
It has been suggested in the previous section that
neighborhood groups and especially the resident-citizen
have had little to do with the decision of whether or not
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to undertake a renewal program at all. The introduction
(or rather, expansion) of urban renewal is believed to
have been primarily a political decision by the Mayor in
the face of great pressure to find ways to lower the tax
rate of Boston. By accepting the strategy offered by the
Federal government of promoting an urban renewal program,
he was able to offer to Boston citizens a hope for higher
tax revenues, a "renewed city" and the "end of blight and
slums". The initiation of the renewal program was a strong
political move and, in the opinion of the writer, sparked
new confidence in the central city and new citizen activi-
ties of many sorts. It is beyond the scope of this thesis
to consider the political aspects of this executive act
of leadership.1
In Boston the resident-citizen has been consulted
about urban renewal plans almost exclusively in connection
with consideration of how the program might be worked out
in his neighborhood. This was the experience in both
Washington Park and Charlestown. In both areas some citi-
zens reached out for the Mayor's help. Washington Park
leaders took initiative asking for a renewal program be-
cause they wanted just what the Mayor and Federal govern-
ment offered, namely, higher valued properties, the
lA similar kind of political, executive leadership
marked the introduction of urban renewal in New Haven a
few years earlier. See Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs?
Democracy and Power in an American City,~Yi&w Haven and
London, Yale University Press, 1961, chapter 10.
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demolition of substandard homes and the prevention of the
spread of "blight". Charlestown too had a strong group,
SHOC, seeking ways to improve their area but with a dif-
ference; from the beginning they wanted help in providing
better housing for lower-income families.
In neither area; at the time renewal was first pro-
posed, did there exist a citizens' organization which met
the criteria suggested in the preceding section for strong
citizen participation. In neither area had there been de-
veloped a citizen group that attempted to represent all
citizens, although this criterion was one with which both
areas were sympathetic. At the early stage, funds for
citizen organization work were raised locally and indepen-
dent of the Boston Redevelopment Authority, but with in-
creasing demands for more time and professional techniques
in organizing, the help of ABCD became important and then,
in Washington Park the help of the BRA. Although ABCD is
privately financed, it appears that it was originally
closely tied to the renewal program and established in
part to help "promote" the program as well as provide ser-
vices to those whom the program affected. Certainly in
neither Washington Park nor Charlestown had techniques
been developed that are needed to communicate with lower-
income persons and those not used to organized activities.
In addition, the fact that there was no recognized
city-wide plan for Boston nor agency actively working on
such a goal, at the time that urban renewal programs were
first being considered, made it impossible for the neigh-
borhood groups to relate their individual needs to over-
all city needs and goals. Thus local needs for residents
were not related to an overall city-wide housing program
or to overall city development.
Had there been a different pattern of citizen organi-
zation at the time that urban renewal was being proposed
by the Mayor, how might this have affected the urban renewal
activities of the city? If a citizen program that came
closer to meeting the criteria of representing all citizens,
having financial independence and using techniques that
promoted communication with all citizens, were developed
now, how might this influence the urban renewal goals and
programs in the future?
It is in helping to determine the long range goals
tbr planning, including urban renewal, that citizen opinion
seems most. essential, and it is at this level of recommenda-
tion that the resident-citizen of Boston seems least well
organized to act. Thus efforts to work toward citizen
participation that would meet the criteria for stronger
participation by resident-citizens would mean changes both
in neighborhood-citizen organization and activities and in
the city-wide organization and activities.
The ultimate goals of city planning are social, and
1Howard, John T., "City Planning as a Social Movement,
a Government Function, and a Technical Profession," in
Planning and the Urban Community, ed. by Harvey Perloff,
Pit urgCh, 'arnegie Instituti of Technology and Univer-






while the city planner limits himself to plans involving
physical things, many of the goals also require planning
regarding services; and often the choice of program by the
citizen is a matter of how to relate physical and social
programs. To the citizen, recommendations on goals for com-
munity improvement may involve a choice between physical
plans and plans for services as well as choices among dif-
ferent physical plans. The citizens' choice whether or not
to adopt urban renewal is a little like a decision on a
capital improvement program; should money be spent on a
capital improvement or for increased operating expenses for
a current program, and this decision in turn involves
knowledge of what kind of capital improvement might be
undertaken.
It is recognized that the final choice between expan-
sion of physical plans and services must be made by the
elected representatives, but it seems important for local
citizen groups and for a city-wide citizens' organization
to provide means for discussing these alternatives before
they come before the city council for decision. Only by
helping people see the alternatives in the broadest per-
spective, can honest opinions and choices by obtained. It
is realized that not all citizens will in fact participate
in these discussions, but it is believed that more effort
should be made than at present to get small group meetings
and recommendations from small groups about choices between
physical plans and services, as well as choices among
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different physical plans as is now urged in citizen parti-
cipation under the workable program. Choices made in small
groups should then be brought together for overall evalua-
tion by a city-wide citizens' agency, before the legisla-
tive body makes a decision. (Various ways of providing
for the citizens' citywide agency have already been men-
tioned in Section VIII.)
This report cannot begin to explore all the alternatives
that might be considered to the present renewal program if
a citizens' organization came into existence that met the
criteria suggested to strengthen citizen participation.
The point has been emphasized that, with a change in the
composition of the citizen group, the goals and programs
would be likely to vary. Two of the major alternatives
that might be recommended either as priorities ahead of
present programs of renewal or as simultaneous programs
have already been suggested. They are a minimum housing
standard and new social services. Another supplementary
goal would be new methods of raising revenues for the cen-
tral city. These goals would not be obtained within the
urban renewal program, but they might be considered by
citizens within a new and broadened context of a workable
program.
A. A Minimum Housing Standard
It appears that the citizens least well served by the




are the lowest-income members who live in substandard hous-
ing. While the urban renewal program provides that in
promoting higher priced new buildings, displaced persons
shall be relocated in standard housing, the program does
not provide for creating the housing needed by the lower-
income families, nor for assisting them to pay for this
housing. Both the objective of what should be a minimum
standard of housing (and how it might vary for different
groups) and how to establish such a level, need much more
attention. If the kinds of housing desired by lower-income
families were determined with their help, new neighborhood
patterns might develop.
Greater attention on providing adequate housing would
be a part of the general objective of eliminating poverty.1
It is this aspect of poverty that the 1949 Housing Act
aimed to attack by its goal of a decent home for every
family, but specific programs failed to recognize the im-
portance of raising incomes. The objective seems to have
taken a low second place to programs that aim first to
provide new homes for those who can afford them. If the
goal of eliminating poverty is given greater attention,
then renewal and housing programs would be judged by the
question: "Does this housing program or policy give a
lThe elimination of poverty may be approached either
in terms of raising real income by providing goods, includ-
ing housing, or in terms of providing more money income
which in turn will buy more housing.
hand up to those who are most deprived?"1
As resident-citizens come to have a stronger influence
on city planning, it seems logical that more attention
should be given to those families who have the greatest
need for help in getting a decent environment. Where there
is not enough standard housing to meet the needs, it ap-
pears that it should be built before substandard housing
is torn down.2
The Charlestown opponents to the renewal plan were
motivated largely by their fears that substandard housing
would be torn down before new housing was made available
for evicted families. Assurances from the BRA that they
would be relocated in decent homes did not convince them.
In Washington Park, citizens who are being displaced are
almost entirely being rehoused outside the area and con-
tributing to overcrowding and new Negro concentrations in
other neighborhoods. A city-wide housing plan is needed,
and since this has not been developed by present planning
agencies, citizens should take more part in getting the
planning agencies to provide such a plan.
1This is the question proposed by Alvin L. Schorr in
his book on the effectiveness of housing policies in help-
ing to eliminate poverty in the United States. Schorr,
Alvin L., Slums and Social Insecurity, Washington, D.C.,
U. S. Department ~of Health, Education and Welfare, 1963,
p. 140,
2 This position was strongly proposed by the Housing
Authority in Chicago in 1949. Myerson, Martin and Ban-
field, Edward C., Politics, Planning, and the Public In-
terest, The Case for Public Housing in Chicago, The Free
Press, Glencoe, IllinoiS,71955, p. 129.
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Finding vacant land to build on may not be possible
in the same neighborhood where substandard housing exists,
and where this is the case, it may take longer to develop
an educational policy that will prepare residents to ac-
cept new housing in other parts of the city. Once the
movement starts, vacancies should enable a sequence of
moves, so that eventually substandard buildings can be de-
molished without as serious trauma as present renewal pro-
grams create for many citizens.
An effort to provide standard housing for all resi-
dents either by new housing or by rehabilitating substand-
ard housing without extra cost to low-income families,
might attract many low-income families from other parts
of the country. A city which undertook such a program
would have to be assured' of Federal aid to meet the extra
demand for its services, or there would have to be an equal
effort made by all cities to counteract the special attrac-
tion of one city as a center for lower-income families.
B. New Social Services
Early citizen organizations were as much concerned
with social services as with physical planning. The Bal-
timore plan is an early example, and a Roxbury organization
in the 1950's worked for better trash collection and health
care as well as new pavements and more playgrounds. As
already stated, ABCD was started in Boston to provide ser-
vices to persons who were hurt by the renewal program.
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The attention to people relocated by renewal has shown
needs for social services that existed before relocation
and that appear to be likely to continue after relocation.
ABCD seems to be facing these needs by developing broad
community programs of services and is promoting several
new programs aimed at specific problems, such as unemploy-
ment, delinquency and education. Since Ford support of
the program is granted for only a limited time, ABCD is also
trying to stimulate existing social agencies to expand
their services.
The social services ABCD has provided in Washington
Park seem better related to the community than the services
provided in Charlestown. Perhaps this is due to the fact
that Freedom House was already established and could ac-
cept a contract for community organization work relating
to social services as well as physical planning.
The development of social services may help to keep the
interest of a citizen group during the periods when action
on physical planning is slow. It is also true that often
results can be obtained much more quickly in the field Of
services than in physical planning.
The major lack seems to be any machinery by which
citizen preferences for new services can be recorded and
evaluated and related to other citizen wishes for new
physical planning. It is the opinion of the writer that
the overall community service organization of Boston (the
United Community Services) follows the philosophy of
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"dependent and caretaker" as outlined above. This means
that, although there are "lay" people on its committees,
there is really no effective channel for citizens to sug-
gest new services or to help in promoting them. Citizen
education is needed as much in the area of possible new
social services as it is in the area of possible new physi-
cal planning.
C. New Methods of Raising Revenues for the Central City
Another program citizens might consider to supplement
Boston urban renewal programs would aim to obtain a larger
share of Boston's revenues from State or Federal sources.
As explained above, a major motivation of the urban renewal
program was to help central cities Increase their revenues
by improving real estate. An alternative source of city
revenues would imeet this need and allow quite different
patterns of community development over the metropolitan
area.
The need for new sources of revenue becomes greater
if citizens choose to emphasize the goals of a minimum
standard of housing and more social services. These costs
for lower-income families seem, to the writer, not to be
under the control of the central city. Their increase in
central cities reflects the choice of the middle-and-higher-
income population to move out of the central city, leaving
behind those who cannot afford to move or who come to the
central city from other areas where standards-are even lower.
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The possibility of getting more funds from the State
for central city expenses seems to rest on the development
of an educational program to help citizens in the state as
a whole realize the needs of all citizens and the potential
financial resources of the suburbs in comparison with the
central city. Per capita costs of health, welfare and edu-
cation need to be compared with per Capita income and pro-
perty assets for different municipalities. Citizens could
recommend the extent they wish to share the costs of pov-
erty and housing needs. Possibly the new Metropolitan
Area Planning Council can provide some of these data along
with serving as a clearing house on physical planning.
If public revenues cane from a wider geographic area,
planning might promote lo-;er densities in the central area
and a wider geographic distribution of lower-income fami-
lies, as well as some new high-priced housing in the cen-
tral city. In general there would be more variety in the
environments developed in each municipality.
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X. POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN BOSTON
Do the experiences of the residents of Washington
Park and Charlestown in participating in urban renewal de-
velopments suggest new steps that might be taken to bring
greater benefits to themselves and other citizens of
Boston? The answer is "yes"; a new organization appears
to be needed to help the resident-citizen both at the
neighborhood level and at the city-wide level.
The development of a new citizens' organization would
require first, general agreement among many people about
the goals of such a new organization and second, agreement
as to how these goals could best be achieved. Primary in-
terest in this thesis lies in the resident-citizen and ways
in which citizen participation in community improvement
can bring better living arrangements and a more attractive
environment for residents.
The goals which a resident-citizens' organization
might seek to promote have been suggested. They include
greater responsibility for the citizen in relation to the
planning agency in defining the kind of environment wanted.
The questions considered by resident-citizens should in-
clude broad city-wide plans for development and housing
as well as specific questions about the location of new
facilities or the demolition of individual homes.
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Resident-citizen participation in community improvement
can be strengthened by seeking to include all citizens,
by providing financing independent of the planning agency
with which the citizens share in reviewing programs, and
the development of techniques for communicating with all
citizens, especially those who do not easily express their
wishes. These goals assume that strengthening the parti-
cipation of citizens in recommending city improvements
will bring increased benefits to citizens.
These goals might be discussed with both individuals
and organizations which might be interested to support the
development of a new citizens' organization. There are
currently many committees which are concerned in one way
or another with improving living arrangements. These in-
clude the many small neighborhood and local interest groups
working on questions of urban renewal, such as the neigh-
borhood units and civic and religious groups known to exist
in Roxbury and Charlestown. In addition, there are many
semi-public advisory committees interested in housing on
a city-wide scale, including the Massachusetts Committee
on Discrimination in Housing, the UCS Advisory Committee
on Public Housing, the Mayor's Advisory Committee on Hous-
ing for the Elderly, Fair Housing, Inc., Senior Living,
Inc., and the Mayor's Citizens' Advisory Committee for
Community Improvement. The opinions of some broader agencies
might also be asked, including the Center for Community
Studies, Action for Boston Community Development, the
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Boston Municipal Research Bureau, and the League of Women
Voters of Boston. Finally some public agencies might be
consulted including the Boston Finance Commission, the
State Legislative Reference Bureau, the Boston Housing
Authority and the State Housing Board.
From these discussions, it is hoped would come a defi-
nition of major goals which a large majority would agree
should be the focus for new work by the proposed citizens'
organization. Hopefully these discussions would also bring
forth a small group of individuals who would be willing
to explore alternative ways of how the new organization
could best be established. This would be the second major
step.
Whatever the specific goals chosen for the new organi-
zation, there will undoubtedly need to be some central ad-
ministrative staff which can coordinate the programs of
local resident groups and city-wide activities. Among the
types of work that the new organization would undertake,
or arrange with other public or private agencies to under-
take, would be (1) research on the needs and preferences
of resident-citizens, (2) education of resident groups re-
garding the kinds of alternative programs affecting envi-
ronment they might wish to consider, and (3) giving in-
formation to individuals and groups on specific questions
relating to housing or neighborhood improvement.
The cost of the new organization will be reduced, the
more that staff work can be turned over to other private
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and public agencies. It is hoped that independent funds
can be obtained by membership fees and private contribu-
tions sufficient to employ a minimum staff. If such fi-
nancing is not possible, it is believed a citizen's group
could have influence by working as an unpaid group in
close association with a planning agency, if this planning
agency could be established independent of the Redevelop-
ment Authority and Housing Authority of the city, so that
it was free from operating responsibilities. Without these
conditions, the first job of the citizens' group might be
to urge the establishment of a city planning agency which
was free from operating agencies.
If such a sequence of discussions could be developed,
it is believed that past citizen experiences with urban
renewal programs in Boston would furnish some guidance for
new work that might be undertaken. Especially important
seems to be the need to help collect and compare citizen
recommendations in different areas, so that these may be
taken into account in recommending city-wide policies for
community development. As suggested in the thesis, it is
hoped that these citizen recommendations will not be lim-
ited to programs for urban renewal, but may also consider
the need for a minimum housing standard, new services, and
new sources of city income.
Citizen participation in urban renewal which focussed
on physical improvement for specific neighborhoods has
suggested possibilities of citizen participation not only
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on the whole program of community improvement, as outlined
by the workable program, but on a still broader range of
activities which affect the life of Boston residents. By
increasing the scope of citizen activities and strengthening
the process of participation, it is believed that further
benefits to resident-citizens could be achieved.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS
This study of citizen participation in urban renewal
has given a glimpse of new work that is needed in city
planning--new processes to be tried and perhaps new goals
to be developed.
In the past, professional city planners have taken
major responsibility for recommending to city governments
zoning and subdivision policies and capital improvement
programs. Resident-citizen participation has in general in-
volved only a limited number of citizens mostly at the
neighborhood level. In the future, it is hoped that plan-
ners will find new ways to work with more residents to de-
fine and advance the interest of citizens. From closer
collaboration, it is believed, will come new awareness of
what standards could and should be promoted and new ideas
of how to implement them.
Only a beginning has been made by this thesis in sug-
gesting how citizen participation in renewal might be ex-
panded to be of greater benefit to citizens. But the work
has convinced the writer that more resident-citizen parti-
cipation in city planning is Liportant and possible. It
is also believed that the city planner can help to increase
contributions by citizens and that new techniques of com-
munication will, in turn, add to the value of city planning.
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XII. LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
For Washington Park:
Mrs. Dorothy Abramson, ABCD Representative, Roxbury -
North Dorchester
Reverend Edward B. Blackman, Minister, Eliot Congrega-
tional Church
Mr. Noel Day, Director, St. Marks' Social Center, Inc.
Mrs. Joyce Harby, Assistant to Mrs. Snowden
Mrs. Muriel Snowden, Associate Director of Freedom House
Mr. Thaddeus Terzyak, Deputy Project Director for
Washington Park
Mr. Louis Watts, former Graduate Student from Brandeis
University
For Charlestown:
Mr. Leo T. Baldwin, former President of SHOC
Rev. William A. Burnett, Minister, First Congregational
Church
Rev. Wolcott Cutler, retired minister, St. John's
Episcopal Church
Mr. Frank Delveckio, Acting Project Director for
Charlestown
Mr. Michel Matt, FHA Rehabilitation Office
Mrs. James Sweeney
Mr. Joseph Vilimas, ABCD Representative, Charlestown
Others:
Dr. Walter Ehlers, Director of Department of Urban
Affairs, United Community Services
Mr. Elmer Foster, Director, Citizens' Relations Depart-
ment of Boston
Father W. Seavey Joyce, President, Citizens' Advisory
Committee of Boston
Dr. Robert Perlman, Program Director, ABCD
Mr. Russell M. Traunstein, First Realty Company
Mr. Anthony Yudis, Reporter, Boston Globe
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